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ABSTRACT
This study examines inter-linkages between the financing and development of Arab power sectors.
These sectors are now operating in a difficult global financial market characterised by investors’
retrenchment and risk aversion. This market has also moved away from the notion of a struggle
between private and public finance, towards a strategy that emphasises the co-ordination of public,
private, and multilateral players, to ensure successful delivery of services. Consequently, the
current modus operandi in funding power projects worldwide is ‘hybrid forms of co-operation’.
Recently, Arab power sectors have witnessed the entry of private sponsors and financiers, both
domestic and foreign, as a result of two policy responses. Firstly, power sector regulations were
adjusted to allow private operators to participate in power generation. Secondly, the reform and
development of Arab financial sectors allowed an expansion of participation by Arab banks, the
use of new instruments, and the entry of new players. Though the change is not overwhelming
quantitatively, it allowed private power to make a palpable contribution to the expansion of power
generation capacity. Arab power infrastructure will also benefit from a number of intra-regional
power pools and grid inter-connection projects, whose financing has been led by multilateral
regional funds.
Thus, there is a case for pursuing policies that build on the region’s strength and match the current
emphasis on resource pooling, namely: strengthening regional co-operation; maintaining flexibility
about the range of sponsors allowed to operate; furthering financial development. Conversely,
power sector financing should shift away from an emphasis on supply shortages, towards
managing demand and addressing operational and qualitative deficiencies. Similarly, sectoral
reforms should be comprehensive enough to deal with underlying social and political dimensions.
Given the embryonic state of regional reforms and of international experiences, financial problems
will neither be solved quickly nor by one-off measures of price correction or asset sale.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Few areas of development economics have witnessed such a sharp correction to received wisdoms
in a space of a few years as has infrastructure finance. Until the 1980s, especially in developing
countries, the prevailing trend had been for governments and state monopolies to assume
responsibility for the provision and finance of power. By the mid-1980s, championing policies to
attract private finance to power sectors took precedence, mainly on the back of two major factors.
First, the disappointing ability of public entities to deliver and maintain power supplies, and
secondly, fiscal pressures that undermined the availability of public funds to the sector. The
commercialisation of power markets, it was hoped, would bring the dynamism and investments
these markets were lacking. Indeed, many – albeit not all – developing countries received billions
of dollars in infrastructural investments during the 1990s. However, several shocks put an end to
this upturn and to the underlying optimism. Consequently and conversely, it is now widely
accepted that privatisation and regulatory changes can be accompanied by a number of serious
problems along with the funds they provide.
Similarly, in the Arab world, dirigisme1 had been prominent in the infrastructure sectors. To
varying extents, the pendulum swung as it did with the rest of the developing world, towards
liberalisation and some accommodation of private participation in the economy, especially in gridbased energy sectors. Macro-economic adjustment pressures since the mid-1980s pushed in the
same direction, resulting in a number of reform and restructuring measures being undertaken in
energy sectors across the region. In that sense, energy sector re-organisation falls within the
broader transformation and resizing of the role of the state in the Arab world.
Finance is a key linkage in this relationship, and this is tangible in many ways. First, on a global
level, as power sectors use both private capital (commercial bank lending or project bonds) and
official funds (from export credit agencies (ECAs) or multilateral financial institutions), sectoral
spending plans would have been affected by changes on global financial markets. Second, on the
regional level, the withdrawal of the state from the economy has been driven, to different degrees,
by fiscal pressures and the need to balance budgets. Third, a pervasive policy pre-occupation that
has dominated Arab power sectors has been the issue of financing availability, a worry that some
analysts see as being aggravated by the secular2 rise in demand for power and electricity. Fourth,
the mix of agents and finance in project deals in power sectors has changed in the last decade, with
1
2

Broadly speaking, this refers to a government taking a directive and dominating role in the running of an economy.
A secular trend is a continuous and autonomous movement that does not appear to change direction over time.
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two types of power projects making noticeable appearances across the region. These are privately
financed power projects, now appearing in a good half of Arab economies, and regional interconnection projects led by multilateral financiers.
Therefore, a pressing question for Arab power sectors appears to be whether these sectors will be
able to meet the rising demand with the kind of funds available at present. While not seeking to
provide a full answer, the aim of this paper is to examine to what extent the type and availability of
finance have affected sectoral development. It focuses on key financial aspects of Arab power
sectors, as a way of identifying the aforementioned inter-linkages and the changes they have
displayed over the last decade in particular. As such, the investigation will be concerned with
gathering evidence about changes in the composition and size of financial flows to power sectors;
financing constraints in particular segments of the sectors; changes in mix of agents operating in
the sectors (foreign vs. domestic and public vs. private).
While large governments tend to feature through most countries in the region, the region contains
an otherwise diverse group of entities. Countries differ in their per capita income, level of
economic development, vitality and role of the private sector, access to international capital
markets, credit ratings, and so on and so forth. As with studies of for example, ‘European’ and
‘Latin American’ power markets, there will be limitations to generalisations made, and subregional experiences may contradict common tendencies. On the other hand, this diversity can be
used to gain a better understanding of factors at play.
With this background in mind, the investigation begins by considering overall trends in global
finance for developing countries in Section 2. Section 3 looks more specifically at the current
realities of infrastructure financing. While the former section focuses on behavioural changes
induced by capital market conditions, the latter turns to the particular types of funds used by power
sectors, and to sector-specific financial trends. In this context, the latest trend shaping the
financing of energy is an apparent convergence towards a view of official, public, private and
voluntary sector funding and delivery modes as having complementary roles. This convergence is
also the result of the aforementioned shocks to energy sectors delivered by both private and public
agents, which have humbled the championing of either view as a solution in itself.
In relating Arab power sectors to the more general international context, Section 4 describes the
main features of Arab supply infrastructures, which are broadly speaking, dominated by
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centralised fossil fuel-based systems. Section 5 examines the demand for power and electricity that
the sectors are expected to meet, and questions the alarm with which the rising trend is surrounded.
Section 6 takes stock of major changes in the governance of Arab power sectors, i.e. reforms,
regulatory changes, and/or privatisation. These measures have been important determinants of the
new types of flows and of agents entering the sectors. While there is a general shift in direction
towards better organisation and a revamping of inherited structures, measures successfully
implemented are still mostly limited to allowing private sector participation in generation. This
slowness of change can be put in the context of the evidence on energy crises experienced in
industrialised as well as other developing regions. The nature of the change in the region tells us
that where feasible politically and technically, Arab states have been willing to engage private
sources.
By the same token, there have been noticeable, albeit not radical, changes in the overall mix in
sources of fresh finance in Arab power sectors, which is the subject of the first part of Section 7.
The second part of the section considers in more detail the activities of new financiers, as well as
changes in the role of the older participants. While private participation in Arab energy sectors
rose over the last decade, it is mostly large foreign developers who have been able to respond to
new opportunities. Arab banks and Arab regional institutions are also increasingly involved, a
timely development in light of recent calls by financial analysts to mobilise domestic and local
resources for future development. Section 8 draws the conclusions, arguing that the entry at the
margin of independent power producers and the encouragement of private and pan-Arab efforts
bode well for future contribution by local agents to financing infrastructural needs in the region.
On the other hand, however desirable state divesture from energy sectors may seem at present,
Arab governments may have inescapable duties to regulate, co-ordinate, and ensure the efficient
operations of their energy sectors.
It is worth noting at this stage that this paper will only mention in passing the issue of distorted
pricing levels in Arab power sectors, as one of the important features that help explain operational
deficits or financial ruin in some cases, and this for several reasons. To begin with, losses due to
inappropriate prices are a mechanical reflection and measure of deeper imbalances. They do not
explain why such prices are selected ex-ante, nor why they are not changed ex-post. The reasons
are often political, including concerns about income distribution and access to power by the poor.
Second, current studies of power sectors tend to place price correction in the context of fuller
financial assessments that:
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–

address the mode, timing, and path to more appropriate pricing;

–

link these distortions to fiscal transparency and budgetary practices; and

–

consider ways of improving revenues and revenue collection.

Despite their significance, the fiscal roots of price distortions are not covered in this paper, whose
main aim is to identify the changes in overall financing mixes in Arab power sectors. Third, this
paper cannot do justice to the substantive literature of theoretical and empirical studies on distorted
prices and on subsidies in the developing world or within the Arab region. In fact, much of the
1980s was taken up by debates about the problems and political economy of structural adjustment,
a salient issue being subsidies and subsidy elimination. Fourth, energy prices prevailing in Arab
power sectors are well known to all operators, including new entrants. Price distortions do not
appear to have deterred private investment recently, probably because by now, they are a wellknown feature that can be factored in by developers and in certain contracts.3 Evidently, price
corrections are still important, as evidenced by their continued mention and integration in sectoral
reform and rehabilitation programmes.

3

Such contracts may consist of Tolling or Energy Conversion Agreements.
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2. CURRENT TRENDS IN FINANCING FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
In its heyday in the early to mid 1990s, it was widely believed that private finance would be the
driving force of capital markets, and that private flows to developing economies would remain
strong, particularly in the case of countries with sound business and regulatory environments. This
optimism about private capital flows took a severe blow initially because of the East Asian
financial crisis of 1997–8, subsequently because of Russia’s default in 2000, and more recently
because of the melt-downs in Argentina and Turkey. Today, the perception of an untapped
mountain of private funds has been replaced by that of a ‘Gaping Jaws phenomenon’ (Häusler,
2003): net lending has been falling (at times to negative levels), while other non-debt financing
(such as equity) has mostly stagnated.
International data indicate that the overall fall in levels of private finance reflects weakening
performance by all types of private financial flows. According to the World Bank 2003 Global
Development Finance, net private flows to developing countries were only at $152 billion in 2002,
down from $178 billion in 2001, and from a peak of $196 billion in 1997. In 2002, global issuance
of debt securities, bonds, and equities were lower than levels for 2000, which had hardly recovered
from the 1998–9 crisis. Net equity flows to developing countries have stagnated since 1997, and
net debt flows have plunged to negligible or negative levels. Direct investment or Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI), which had been the most significant and resilient type of international private
capital received by developing countries, finally weakened as of 2002.
Accordingly, international financial institutions or IFIs (Bank of International Settlements, IMF,
UNCTAD, World Bank) have shifted their attention to the weakness and volatility of private
flows. The prevailing consensus is that, in the medium term, developing economies will be
operating in a difficult, and lacklustre international financial context. The availability of private
funding cannot be taken for granted: not only can it be cyclical, but it is increasingly a function of
regulatory changes and investor sentiments in mature capital markets, rather than of the
performance of recipients.
Mature capital markets are currently characterised by risk awareness and sensitivity to credit risk.
This has been translated into a differentiated attitude to investments and purchases; an emphasis on
credit quality; an overall policy of diversification of exposures across countries; and a preference
for structured products and off-balance sheet finance. Similarly, with many operators having been
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burned in emerging markets, investors’ interest is said to be largely limited to highly rated
developing countries (e.g. China, Mexico, or South Africa), with strong preferences for
investment-grade ventures. One factor underpinning this change is a shift in the composition of the
investor base: the participation of non-specialised hedge funds has diminished by about a third in
the last few years. Consequently, borrowers below investment grade, which represent the great
majority of developing countries (including the Middle East), will be operating in a tighter, more
expensive, and increasingly constrained credit market.
Another clear trend is a visible and seemingly permanent retrenchment of banks and bank lending
away from developing markets and from loan syndication. While analysts point out that bank
lending has never recovered since the East Asian Crisis – with both European and Japanese banks
withdrawing – the decline in the market valuation of the larger Western banks, and the withdrawal
of medium-size institutions have reinforced this trend. It is also widely believed that new
regulations concerning banking risks and capital adequacy under the Basel II Accord will lead to
new calculations of credit risks, and hence to higher bank charges. According to the IMF’s Global
Financial Stability Report (September 2003), ‘lead banks’ will continue to concentrate their
activities on underwriting syndicated loans and on fees-based business, rather than participating in
syndications.
Similarly, equity and international debt securities remain at weak levels, with fresh flows oriented
towards a minority of recipients. Equity investment never recovered since falling from their peak
in 1993, registering a mere $9 billion in 2002. The net issuance of international debt securities by
developing countries stood at $35 billion compared to $946.3 billion for developed countries
(Bank for International Settlements, September 2003). Fourteen developing economies accounted
for three quarters of international placements (World Bank, Global Development Finance 2003).
Two types of financing instruments may escape the current weakening of issuance levels. The first
is project bonds, which IFIs expect to become a key financing avenue for some sectors, including
infrastructure. The second is local currency bonds. Increasing market attention to these instruments
reflects both a reduced demand for international currency issues, as well as a rising interest in
mobilising domestic funds. While local bond markets have been an important source of funding
for public sectors in many regions, IMF’s Global Financial Stability Report (September 2003)
states that these markets may become an alternative source of funding for the corporate sector, and
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a way of managing currency risks. Local bond markets can be attractive to domestic investors and
may be important for capturing rises in liquidity.
Finally, FDI, which had been the most important capital flow to the developing world, fell back as
of 2002. Net levels retreated to around $143–5 billion compared to $171.7 billion in 2001 (World
Bank, Global Development Finance 2003). According to UNCTAD, FDI inflows retreated from
$209.4 billion in 2001 to $162.1 billion in 2002. This decline in FDI, which accounted for 74% of
net capital flows to developing countries, contributed to the falls in capital flow levels that year
(UNCTAD, World Investment Report 2003).
The fall in total FDI is mostly due to the weakening of one of its components, namely, portfolio
investments,4 (both equity investments and assets acquired through mergers and acquisitions),
rather than to the behaviour of greenfield investments. Analysts attribute the weakening of
portfolio FDI to two main causes: a declining investor interest in Argentina following its economic
collapse – a decline which spread to the rest of Latin America – and the winding down or halt of
privatisation activities in many countries. The World Investment Report 2003 shows the era of
large-scale mergers and acquisitions (M&A) in Latin America is largely over and unlikely to be
repeated. Further, the diminishing range of assets on offer, and the increasingly vocal and
widespread concerns about privatisation mean that this type of investment is unlikely to expand in
the medium term. Similar interpretations of current developments are also found in Buresch
(2003), and World Bank, Global Economic Prospects 2003. Investors’ losses in Argentina further
imply that future portfolio investments will be sensitive to investors’ attitude to currency and
country risks. The latter now includes regulatory risks. Specifically, Argentinean power sector
reforms were undermined by regulatory changes and macro-economic distress and/or
mismanagement.
Greenfield FDI5 had been more resilient, thanks to some inherent properties as well as to the drive
by developing countries to promote investments. Aspects such as sunk costs and irreversibility
have long been discussed in the literature, which also notes that the inalienability of some factors
of production often make this type of FDI a preferred mode of entry to developing countries. In
4

Essentially equity and portfolio investments are similar, except that the latter usually imply a managerial function or
controlling stake. Conventionally, it means the investor has at least a 10% share in the assets or company acquired.
5
Greenfield investment is the acquisition of physical assets (plant or equipment or land) abroad by non-residents. The
conceptual difference between FDI and portfolio investment is that FDI implies a long-term interest in, and/or
significant management influence over, a foreign affiliate. In contrast, portfolio investment does not imply managerial
control. For statistical purposes, a threshold of 10% of share ownership has been established to differentiate equity
holdings of direct and portfolio investors.
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fact, greenfield projects are often the only form of investment that poorer and less sophisticated
economies will secure. UNCTAD also notes the policy response by investment promotion
agencies across developing countries to retain and sustain this sort of investment, precisely
because of its resilience.
Net official capital (both multilateral and bilateral) flowing to the developing world remains
unimpressive, typically fluctuating between $54.8 billion in 2001 to $28 billion in 2003. Official
financing is still the dominant – and at times the sole – source of funding available to poorer
recipients. Beyond project-related aid and technical assistance programmes, official capital
includes credits financed or guaranteed the finance of exports from OECD countries. Hence the
prominence of official and officially supported export credits (OSECs) in the developing world’s
external financial exposure. These credits have been an important source of fresh loans, and the
guarantees provided by export credit agencies (ECAs) contributed to the mitigation of commercial
and other risks. Effectively, ECA guarantees shift risks of non-repayment and the costs of debt
recovery away from the exporter, thereby artificially increasing the viability of their ventures and
filling a vacuum created by the absence of private insurance. By lowering risks to lenders, these
guarantees can improve terms of finance by, for example, lengthening maturities.
On the other hand, this guarantee has been a source of risk for borrowers. As of the mid-1990s,
analysts voiced concerns that OSECs caused problems similar to those stemming from
irresponsible private lending that led to the bank debt crisis of the 1980s. The optimality of
borrowing was often undermined in the case of OSECs because of the donors’ desire to promote
their strategic trade interests as well as political aims. In particular, the tying of credit provision to
lending country exports of goods and services, including armaments, frequently resulted in overpricing and adverse selection of projects. OSECs were also granted in cases that failed sound
financial and/or commercial criteria, and without consideration to the recipient’s overall debt
position.6 In 2000, IFIs and the OECD moved to establish guidelines and codes of conduct to end
malpractices, and to prevent OSECs from aggravating the financial fragility of poorer recipients.7
More generally, in the context of Millennium Development Goals and world summits on economic
co-operation, official financing is discussed and disbursed as part of international efforts to
promote sustainable development and eradicate poverty. At the same time, the permanent presence
6

See: Raynaud (1992); UNCTAD, Trade & Development Report (1996); Kuhn et al (1999); Williamson (2000).
See the OECD’s Export Credit Group ‘Statement of Principles’ (agreed on 19/07/2001) and subsequent activities and
publications on www.oecd.org
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of official capital in overall capital flows has reinforced its perception and role as an important
financial stabiliser. Further, soft finance and subsidies are no longer a taboo among international
financiers, who now acknowledge that concessional funds are probably the only type of capital
that poor markets will ever secure. For the same reason, these funds must not be wasted.
To conclude, developing countries are facing tight capital markets, with investors in a reflective
mood. The focus of private financiers will remain on countries with large markets and/or
promising growth prospects like China. Hardest hit in this period of retrenchment are previous
recipients by region (e.g. Latin America) and by sector (e.g. telecommunications), as investors try
to diversify their exposures. As no one expects public funds to fill the gap either, the new motif of
international capital markets can be summarised in five words: ‘Make Use of All Sources of
Financing’ (Saghir, 2003).
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3. INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING: FROM PUBLIC TO PRIVATE AND
BACK AGAIN?
Rather than examining the initial case for and the subsequent downgrading of policies
championing the privatisation and private financing of infrastructure, this section merely sketches
the transformation with a view to drawing out the implications for the financing of power sectors
in developing countries.
Back in the 1980s, several drivers pushed the case for shifting the responsibility for infrastructural
services, including power, away from the state and towards private initiative and resources. Firstly,
the typically low growth in infrastructure output was leading to excess demand, poor quality of
service, poor maintenance, and lagging – or deficient – coverage, particularly in rural areas.
Secondly, in a general context of belt tightening, governments were under pressure to reduce
sectoral subsidies and find alternative sources of funding for investment. Thirdly, power systems
were often inefficient, and in dire need of modern technologies and management practices.
Naturally, the intensity and details of these problems varied from unsuccessful electrification
programmes to widespread theft, and so on. As Europe and the USA led the way with privatisation
and deregulation, the aforementioned disappointment led to moves by developing economies
towards sectoral reforms that sought to mobilise private investment and/or management, and to
introduce competition. According to de Luze (2003), deregulation was believed to be a profitable
and solid foundation for a strong power business.
These policies were also imposed by Washington-based IFIs as part of their structural adjustment
programmes in developing countries.8 The World Bank in particular effectively presumed that
private participation in infrastructure would expand irreversibly, dedicating to that effect a special
database and entire publications. In that sense, the revision of the World Bank’s outright case for
privatisation since 2000 cannot be overemphasised.9 Having said this, developing countries
mobilised $75410 billion between 1990 and 2001 in 2500 projects (Izaguirre, 2002). Ten countries
accounted for about half of this amount and of the projects (1183 projects and $513.2 billion).
Latin America received 48% of private flows to infrastructure over that period, particularly for the
8

The IFIs effectively confused the Western model of power sector reform designed to introduce competition to reduce
input costs and improve economic efficiency, with a reform where the sector shifts from a taxation or government
based financing to a cost recovery basis led by private investors. The Western model could not work in developing
countries, where prices rarely reflected costs, and/or where public entities were technically bankrupt.
9
See Razavi (2002), Leipziger and Foster (2002), and the World Bank series on Public Policy for the Private Sector,
Nellis and Birdsall (2003).
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purpose of asset acquisition. In contrast, the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region had a
marginal share of 3 per cent.11
As of the late 1990s, the East Asian and other financial crises took their toll on annual flows, with
2001 for example described as ‘another difficult year,’ as only $10 billion were mobilised. The
East Asian crisis affected the power sector directly in Indonesia and the Philippines, where power
utilities were thrown sideways by currency adjustments. The power sector crisis there was
compounded by the prevailing contractual arrangements under Independent Power Project (IPP) or
on Build-Own-Operate/Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOO/BOT) basis.12 With current global
trends characterised by continuing weakness and volatility of private capital flows, it is not
surprising that private investment in developing countries’ infrastructure is still weakening.
Investment in electricity sectors, which received 28% of private flows over the period, also
declined, mostly due to aforementioned falling investments in Latin America.
A number of problems that emerged in relation to regulation and regulatory governance also
contributed in a major way to falling private investment in power. Today, analysts and politicians
alike have serious doubts about the applicability to developing countries of Western models of
power sector organisation. Debates have emerged around, for example, the appropriate sequencing
of power sector deregulation, the ability of developing countries to develop effective regulatory
agencies quickly, their ability to manage exposures to various risks, and the relevance of private
finance for extending access to power for the poor. The complications of power sector
restructurings in developing economies are surveyed in many studies, including Bacon and BesantJones (2001), Buresch (2003, 2004), Stern and Cubbin (2004), Irwin and Yamamoto (2004).
Generally, these studies show that full-fledged and successful implementation of reform in the
developing world is the exception rather than the rule. Recommendations for future action are still
at the level of specific technical measures such as the need to professionalise billing or metering,
and in the general terms of building the necessary legal framework. In other words, the work has
only just begun.
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Unless otherwise indicated, the $ sign indicates that the currency used is the United State dollar.
This may be an underestimation as the World Bank database does not include Arab countries in the Gulf – such as
Saudi Arabia, which saw substantive growth in infrastructure – often financed or executed by the private sector.
12
Under these contracts, governments or SOEs are bound to purchase a minimum amount of electricity at foreign
denominated prices. Economic collapse in East Asia led to a fall in demand for power and in the value and volume of
revenues collected, while the exchange rate depreciation increased the cost of power purchases, which could not be
passed on to consumers. Both developments added to government liabilities, which were already inflated in the
aftermath of the severe regional downturn.
11
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Additionally, the beginning of this decade witnessed many sector-specific shocks. The Enron
scandal and the Argentine melt-down of 2000–2001 blew away market confidence and
accentuated risk aversion. The Californian electricity crisis pushed towards similar revisionism.
The Argentine melt-down undermined private foreign investor interest in a similar way to the East
Asian crisis, in that currency mismatches in capital flows resulted in severe revisions in the value
of assets held, and of expected revenue streams. Moreover, the aftermath of the 11 September
2001 attacks resulted in an accentuated avoidance of political risk by American and most Western
investors.
These shocks also coincided with poverty alleviation and Millennium Development Goals taking
centre stage. Financiers were called upon to take heed of the success of the micro-credit
revolution, and of local or community finance in meeting the needs of populations bypassed by
mature markets. In the power sector, successful projects financed, however partially, by poor
communities, were filling gaps that power grids were not expected to fill for many years. IFIs were
now recognising that poverty is a genuine constraint on the ability to pay, and that it did not
necessarily undermine the willingness to pay. At the same time, governments were acknowledging
that private shareholders in distant countries cannot be expected to pay the costs of such special
programmes.
These changes opened the way to creative financial solutions such as commercial funding
windows for local communities. It is also becoming clear that coordinating public, private, and
multilateral involvement was crucial for successful delivery of services.13 Recognising the
diversity of delivery models in practice is one of the new defining ingredients of current
mainstream thinking about power sector development. Against this background, IFIs, the World
Bank in particular, sharply reduced their energy sector lending between 1998 and 2002. But
reflecting those lessons and the international development agenda, it also increased its advisory,
technical, and ‘software’ support (World Bank, 2003c).
The role of the Bank was also transformed by climate change and environmental concerns in the
same way that official funding to developing country power sectors is being linked to overall
funding for sustainable development and clean technology adoption. Similarly, the role of export
credits in power sector finance changed in response to pressures for disclosure from environmental
13

A 2002 World Bank study highlighted the public and private sector options and solutions that were becoming reality
around the developing world. The study highlighted the need to co-ordinate the activities and combine the strengths
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lobbying groups, resulting in more transparent identification of energy and fossil fuel projects in
ECA portfolios. The OECD is now committed to monitoring of ECA practices to reflect on
environmental considerations (See Working Party on Export Credits and Credit Guarantees (a) and
(b) 2004). Hence, it is known that $5 billion of the $28 billion of loans and guarantees extended by
the USA’s EXIM bank in the period 1991–2001 were for energy projects (US GAO, 2002).
Likewise, in 2002, energy projects accounted for 48 % of financing by OECD export agencies.
Official financial participation in power sector finance, including OSECs, has acquired another
critical dimension in this period of uncertainty: it is once again crucial for closing power project
deals. It effectively acts as a guarantee, and as a way of improving leverage and securitisation of
deals. Sheppard (2003) argues that without official participation, infrastructure projects in belowinvestment grade, usually poorer countries, may never take off. The partial guarantee and/or credit
offered by official participation, even if it only concerns future debt service by borrowers, helps
recipients to build financial ‘structures to breach the sovereign ceiling’. In other words, official
guarantees can ease credit rationing or tightness in capital availability, and help to counter the
prevailing risk aversion amongst mature market investors (Sheppard, 2003). IFIs and ECAs can
help borrowers to offer credit enhancement, more sophisticated instruments, and better structured
financing packages.
Domestic public finance, previously treated as a problem area, is now called upon to play a similar
role in financing power sectors in at least two ways. First, direct participation in loan syndications
can help close deals. Secondly, other policies can be designed to maximise collaboration between
sectors, particularly in terms of mobilising domestic savings or capital markets. Though at first
glance public funds may be mostly relevant for revamping SOEs, it is now suggested that a more
critical responsibility for the public sector would be to take clear decisions about the structure,
predictability, and sustainability of revenues and cash flows. In other words, many measures can
be taken to give power sector companies greater revenue certainty. This is needed regardless of
whether they are public or private entities, because certainty is central to their ability to borrow
(Saghir, 2003).
Similarly, the case against subsidies seems to have changed to one for targeted subsidies, i.e. ones
that are aimed at and reach the poor. Previously, eliminating subsidies was seen as the only way
for user fees to become a substantial revenue flow, which would in turn allow the utilities to pay
of various actors per locality. It stressed that if there is one striking lesson, it is that pooling resources is of primary
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for current and capital spending. Today, it is accepted that public debt may be incurred in the
process of power sector development. Used and structured properly, these public debts can secure
substantial leverage, i.e. attract other sources of funds, especially for programmes earmarked to
extend power access to neglected areas.
Finally, domestic private investors are another category of player being encouraged to take a more
definitive role in financing power sectors. According to Buresch (2004), ‘Domestic & regional
capital is the future’. That is for two main reasons. Firstly, local financiers may be less wary of
currency, country, and political risks. Secondly, financial reforms and deepening have enabled
new local players such as municipalities to mobilise their resources, and opened new financing
avenues such as local currency funds (Matsukawa et al, 2003). Therefore, it is now common for
power sector needs to be met by ‘hybrid forms of co-operation’, such as: Design Build Lease;
output-based aid to extend coverage; affirmage with public debt finance (lease); workout and
rehabilitation of failing utility (Saghir, 2003). Matsukawa et al (2003) provide a useful survey of
current practices and instruments in infrastructure finance that have emerged as a result of the
abovementioned problems, highlighting the manner in which different stakeholders can share
and/or alleviate various risks and liabilities.
Does this mean that in general, private finance has taken the back seat behind public and official
actors, at least for the short term? To a large extent, the evidence presented so far suggests a
positive answer, particularly in so far as the management and rallying of support for the sector are
concerned. Just as there is a general call to pool financial resources for development, expectations
for power sectors are aptly captured by a headline used in the context of Arab power sectors,
namely ‘calling all developers’ (MEED, 13–19 February 2004). In power sectors too, the notion of
a struggle between private and public finance is being abandoned in favour of a strategy that
engages all players, and that recognises the diversity of needs. This implies that the relevance of
different types of financial structures will be varied across countries and time periods. Both private
and public developers are required to be more professional and transparent in their practices, as
both have inflicted damage on the sector.

importance for financial sustainability (ESMAP 2002).
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4. MAIN FEATURES AND PERFORMANCE OF ARAB POWER
INFRASTRUCTURE
In a nutshell, Arab power and electrical sectors are mainly characterised by large, oil-based
systems, serving long networks spreading from urban centres to rural areas. More rudimentary
unconnected systems tend to be found in poorer Arab countries such as Sudan or Yemen. In
Yemen, small private power providers are appearing, in line with the emergence in developing
countries of community based self-help projects in response to the persistence of deficient access
to power in remote and impoverished areas (The Economist, 2001; Vermillion, 2000). Solar units
have been used marginally in rural areas of Tunisia and other countries, while wind farms have
begun to appear in Morocco and Egypt. Similarly, extensive reliance on small generators has been
observed in conflict or disaster-stricken areas, such as Lebanon during the civil war.14 At the other
end of the scale, large industrial units in Saudi Arabia and Qatar have started building their own
captive power plants. Thus, while Arab power networks consist mostly of centralised grid-based
systems centred around large generation plants, other forms of generation and service delivery dot
the scene, reflecting system failures as well as the specific needs of particular sectors.
Figure 1: Total Energy Consumption in Arab countries, 1975-2002
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Source: OAPEC (2003)
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In the late 1990s, 10% of buildings in Lebanon were still equipped or connected to private power generators, which
were the main reaction of the population to war-related power shortages (Ministry of the Environment 2001).
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Recently, per capita total energy consumption (TEC) ranged from 70 boe/year in Saudi Arabia, to
5 boe/day in Egypt, and 0.2 boe/day in Somalia. Figure 1 shows TEC in Arab countries, both
OAPEC and other. For all Arab countries, per capita total final energy consumption (TFC) nearly
quadrupled to 8.3 boe/day in 2000 from 2.1 boe/day in 1970. The current regional average is above
per capita TFC in India (3.5 boe/year) or China (6.6 boe/year), but well below the 58.5 boe/year
consumed in the USA. While the Arab region has a good record in terms of electrification rates,
power poverty persists in some parts, with access to electricity varying from 97.5% of the
population in Kuwait to 33% in Yemen. Similarly, per capita consumption of electricity in 1999
stood at 12485 kWh in Kuwait, 2328 kWh in Lebanon and below 70 kWh in Sudan, Somalia and
Mauritania (OAPEC, 2002).
The fuel composition of primary energy consumption in Arab countries has shown little variation
over time: it remains dominated by oil and natural gas. Coal is only available in Morocco, Egypt,
and Tunisia. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 2, which contrasts OAPEC and other countries.
Less than half of Arab economies have significant water resources,15 and most Gulf countries need
to use power to produce fresh water by desalination Indeed, this process has become a major
component of final demand for energy in the region. The most common trend across the Arab
region is the increased use of natural gas in power generation, although this is more true of
OAPEC countries. By the same token, oil’s share in the Arab primary energy consumption shrank
from 74% in the 1970s to 58% recently, and this trend is likely to continue in the medium term
Figure 2: Primary energy consumption in Arab countries by fuel, 2002
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These countries are: Egypt, Lebanon, Morocco, and Yemen.

Source: Joint Arab Economic Report 2003.
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given the region’s ample natural gas resources, and a worldwide shift to natural gas as a way of
reducing pollution and emissions from power generation. Note that the shift to natural gas amongst
OAPEC countries since the late 1990s also reflects a preference for exporting oil and using gas as
a domestic energy input.16
Figure 3 shows the sectoral distribution of Arab TFC in 1990 and 1999. It shows that industry
overtook transport as the leading user of energy, accounting on average for nearly 30% of TFC in
1999, up from 28% in 1990. Despite this leading role, industry’s share of TFC is smaller than the
corresponding 36.6% accounted for by industry in the developing world as a whole (World
Resources Institute, World Energy Resources 2002–2004). Presumably, Arab oil and gas sectors
are included in ‘industry’, as percentage shares displayed by oil producers are at or above the
regional average. The average share of transport retreated from 35% to 26.5% of Arab TFC over
the same period, and remained above the corresponding 18% share in the TFC for all developing
regions. While its ranking was unchanged, the average share of Arab residential sectors expanded
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It is beyond the scope of this study to do justice to the specific economic and energy policies that led to increased
gas use in each country.
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from 15% to 21 per cent. The shares of agriculture and iron and steel were marginal and well
below the corresponding shares in the developing world.
Table 1 looks at the sources of energy used by Arab economic sectors. Industry is said to rely
mostly on natural gas. This is partly true of aluminium production in Bahrain, and of
petrochemical and gas industries in Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Residential, commercial, and
agricultural sectors, referred to as ‘Others,’ also rely on natural gas for over half of their energy
consumption, with no further breakdown available. However, in light of the growth in the energy
consumed by Arab residential sectors and of their relative importance in total energy demand, it is
fair to attribute the dependence on natural gas to these sectors rather than to either agriculture or
commerce.
Table 1: Sectoral Final Energy Consumption by Source, 2000 (in percent)
Natural Gas
Industry

48.6%

Transportation
Others (Residential,
Commerce, Agricuture)

51.7%

Oil

Electricity

42.2%

7.8%

100%

marginal

2.0%

27.2%

Coal
1.4%

Source: Joint Arab Economic Report 2003

Electricity was the second most important source of energy for ‘Other’ economic sectors,
accounting for 27% of their primary energy demand compared to 8% in Industry. So the roots of
oil demand are evenly distributed among economic sectors, the larger part of the demand for
natural gas (66%) originates in ‘industry’, and the larger part of demand for electricity (80%)
originates in ‘Others’ (AFESD, AMF, OAPEC, Joint Arab Economic Report 2003). Individual
country situations will differ from this regional picture.
The Economic and Social Council for Western Asia (ESCWA) data indicate sectoral shares of
electricity consumption in some Arab countries (ESCWA, 2004). On the whole, the residential or
household sectors account for 45%–55% of electricity consumption, with industry the second
biggest consumer at around a fifth of consumption. Egyptian industry consumed 36% of
electricity, i.e. more than the regional average, while Qatari households and industry accounted for
19% and 22% of electricity consumed, i.e. less than the regional average.
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On the whole, electricity, which satisfied 14% of total Arab primary energy demand (Joint Arab
Economic Report 2002), grew faster than other segments of power sectors, and has been the focus
of attention for analysts and policy-makers. Overall demand for electricity has displayed a secular
rise since the 1970s, as in all developing regions. In the last decade alone, it rose from 213
thousand GWh in 1990 to over 477 thousand GWh in 2001 (IEA online database). Installed
capacity followed suit, climbing from 73.85 GW to about 103.46 GW in 2000. Table 2 shows a
lopsided intra-regional distribution of capacity and consumption. The four largest economies
(Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Kuwait, UAE) account for 58% of installed capacity in the Arab world,
while the smallest four (Sudan, Mauritania, Djibouti, Somalia) only had 10.3% of the regional
total.
Table 2: Electricity systems in Arab countries, 2001

Country
Saudi Arabia
Egypt
Kuwait
U.A.E.
Syria
Iraq
Algeria
Libya
Morocco
Lebanon
Tunisia
Oman
Qatar
Jordan
Bahrain
Yemen
Sudan
Mauritania
Djibouti
Somalia

Total

Installed
Capacity

Peak Load

Power
Generated

Power
Consumed

(MW)

(MW)

(GWh)

(GWh)

26,427
15,704
9,298
8,611
7,693
6,910
6,236
4,339
3,855
2,515
2,445
2,334
2,338
1,640
1,248
808
797
105
100

23,010
12,650
7,063
7,344
4,597
6,500
5,017
3,025
2,770
1,749
1,621
2,269
2,149
1,309
1,217
478
391
95
55

137,388
75,758
31,536
31,743
26,298
32,251
27,159
13,122
15,007
9,881
8,528
9,450
10222
9,544
5,955
2,404
1,515
430
190

114,912
67,080
28,195
27,366
24,360
30,035
20,629
10,436
13,197
9,245
7,866
6,966
9,116
6,308
5,469
2,064
1,432
360
168

60

57

261

250

103,463

83,366

448,642

385,454

Source: Badawi (2002)
Note: Data for Bahrain refer to 1999

As Figure 4 demonstrates, the fuel mix in installed generation capacity reflects the region’s
abundant fossil fuel resources. Coal is hardly noticeable, while hydro-electric power represents
only 6% of Arab electric generation capacity. At 47%, natural gas is now the leading fuel used in
20

electricity, up from around 40% at the end of the 1990s. The use of combined cycle gas turbines
(CCG) has expanded noticeably, from 3.7% of installed capacity in 1995 to 7.8% in 2001
(OAPEC, 1998 and 2002). These plants now contribute to electricity generation in six Arab
countries, providing Lebanon and Egypt with 35% and 16% of their installed capacity
respectively.17 By comparison, the most important fuel for electricity in Latin America is hydropower, and coal in Africa and Asia.
Figure 4: Electricity generation in Arab countries by fuel, 2001
Total electricity generated in 2001: 477,356 GWH
hydro
6%

coal
2%

oil
45%

gas
47%

Source: Compiled from individual country data in the IEA's on-line database

Figure 5 depicts the picture most typically drawn to summarise the development of Arab power
sectors, namely that generated and consumed power have been chasing each other to ever
increasing peaks. Hence the concern repeatedly expressed by politicians and observers about the
ability of Arab economies to keep up with this race, even though the rate of growth has been
slowing. Whether or not this is a cause for alarm is a crucial determinant of expectations about
future financing requirements. The next section argues that the increasing pattern is not surprising,
and is typical of developing countries. The concern is not justified once underlying sectoral
structures are examined. Additional financing and investments may be neither the most critical nor
the only challenge to Arab electricity.

17

Libya has also commissioned five gas turbine power plants (Daloub, 2002). Some existing plants will be converted,
using Arab Fund and government financing (AFESD, Project Sheets 2003)
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Figure 5: Arab electricity: consumption vs generation, 1975-2000
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Figure 6 points to a narrowing of the gap between installed capacity and peak load, with reserve
capacity falling from a healthy 33% to a tighter 23%. However, the regional average ratio of
installed to peak load capacity is largely acceptable at 80.6%, and is not far from ratios achieved in
mature industrial country systems. At the sub-regional level, there seem to be pressures on peak
Figure 6: Arab electricity: installed capacity vs. peak load, 1975-2000
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34,322

29,161
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Source: Badawi (2002); OAPEC (2002)
Note: The regional average ratio of peak to installed capcity for 2000 was 80.6%. Countries with
ratios above that: Bahrain, Iraq, Oman Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Mauritania and Somalia.
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loads in eight Arab countries (Bahrain, Iraq, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Maritania and
Somalia), where ratios of installed to peak load capacity are higher than the regional average.
Electricity systems in those countries may therefore be under significant pressure, and would
feature blackouts at peak times or in high demand areas. This group consists mostly of the richer
Gulf countries, but also includes a few poorer ones, indicating a problem of pent-up demand in the
former and of debilitated infrastructure in the latter.
Table 3 documents an important aspect of Arab electricity systems, namely technical losses
according to two sources, Badawi (2002) and the IEA (online database). The latter may be a more
accurate approximation of actual levels, as numbers allow for trade in electricity. The table
indicates a fairly high – although not excessive – regional average loss ratio of 12–14%, which
compares to 8–10% in industrial countries. The region appears to be divided into two groups.
Technical losses have been repeatedly reported to be as high as 20% in some 11 countries
(Algeria, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Mauritania, Oman, Sudan, Somalia, Syria and Yemen). 18
Amongst the other countries, the low levels indicated in some Gulf countries such as Qatar are
plausible, given that their new installations tend to have state-of-the-art technology. Egypt,
Morocco and Tunisia might have been expected to fare worse given their level of income and
development, but have improved recently in light of programmes to cut losses.19
Table 4 gives an idea of the evolution of electricity aggregates between 1975 and 2000. It shows
that power consumption and power generation during the period 1995 to 2000 grew at 4.7% and
4.6%, i.e. at clearly lower rates than the rates of growth for the whole period. The growth rates of
installed capacity and peak load in the 1990s were slower than in the 1980s. This may be a good
reason for basing current assessments on more recent developments: giving too much weight to
earlier time periods is likely to lead to an exaggeration of current pressures.20 While data indicate
that peak load levels have grown slightly faster than installed capacity, and that consumption and
generation have grown neck to neck, differences between these growth rates are marginal.
Inferences cannot be drawn before testing their statistical significance.

18

Other sources indicate the following. Tunisia claims a system wide loss rate of 13.4% (Ceceski et al, 2004). Despite
the end of the civil war, Lebanon is said to be suffering from extremely high losses of 54%, with technical losses at
26% and losses due to unpaid or unbilled deliveries at 28% (MEED, July 2003). Losses in Yemen in 2003 were
reported at 25% (EIA Country Brief 2004).
19
The Egyptian Electricity Holding Company claims on its website that network losses have been cut from 14.1% in
1990/91 to 13.5% in 2000/01. Moustafa (2002) documents similar efforts: in the last few years, forced outage factors
have almost halved thanks to preventive maintenance programmes.
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Table 3: Losses in Arab electricity systems, 2001 (in percent)
Country
Saudi Arabia
Egypt
Kuwait
U.A.E.
Syria
Iraq
Algeria
Libya
Morocco
Lebanon
Tunisia
Oman
Qatar
Jordan
Bahrain
Yemen
Sudan
Mauritania
Djibouti
Somalia

REGIONAL
AVERAGE

Badawi (2002)

IEA (data for 2001)

16.4%
11.5%
10.6%
13.8%
7.4%
6.9%
24.0%
20.5%
12.1%
6.4%
7.8%
26.3%
10.8%
33.9%
8.2%
14.1%
5.5%
16.3%
11.6%
4.2%

8.3%
12.2%
3.5%
9.0%
n/a
n/a
16.3%
n/a
6.0%
15.2%
10.6%
17.4%
7.1%
11.5%
8.7%
25.7%
15.3%
n/a
n/a
n/a

14.1%

11.9%

Notes: 1) Rates in the 1st column are losses calculated from Badawi
(2002) data on Power Consumed & Power Generated.
2) Rates in the 2nd column are calculated from IEA data for
‘Domestic Supply’ and ‘Distribution Losses’.
3) Algeria exports electricity. Jordan, Lebanon, and Morocco
import electricity.

Table 4: Period growth rates for electricity
Installed
Power
Power
Peak Load
Capacity
Generated Consumed
1975-1980
13.4%
14.0%
15.5%
22.6%
1980-1985
9.7%
9.6%
8.5%
9.9%
1985-1990
5.8%
6.0%
6.3%
5.1%
1990-1995
1.3%
3.2%
4.4%
4.4%
1995-2000
3.8%
4.5%
4.6%
4.7%
1990-2000
3.0%
4.6%
5.4%
5.5%
1975-2000
8.1%
9.0%
9.4%
11.2%
Median
5.8%
6.0%
6.3%
5.1%
Average
6.8%
7.5%
7.8%
9.4%
Source: Calculations based on Badawi (2002)
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The fact that all the medians are clearly lower than the period averages is another indication that moderate to low
growth rates are more representative of the dynamics of Arab electricity than high or rising growth rates.
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Whatever the exact measure, clearly the great majority of Arab countries could recuperate between
2 and 20% of their installed capacity currently wasted or unaccounted for. This rate is close to or
higher than planned additions of generation capacity. Likewise, back of envelope calculations
show that at 0% losses in 2000, power generated would have exceeded power consumed until
2005. In other words, it is theoretically possible – though not realistic – for existing power systems
to meet growing demand for power without adding new installations, simply by addressing
performance, delivery, and efficiency. As losses cannot be entirely eliminated, it is fairer to say
that a good share of planned new capacity would not be needed if losses were tackled. An underprovision of generation capacity is not the only characteristic of the current situation, and therefore
should not be the only focus of current sectoral plans.
Pressures from peak loads and technical losses evident in the data are precisely the kind of
problems that would ease rapidly in response to pooling power and electricity grids. While rising
demand for electricity and peak load management needs are strengthening the case for creating
power pools worldwide, in the Arab world these projects were already being advanced in the late1970s for political reasons. They were contemplated ahead of, for example, Latin America, where
they were proposed in the wake of recent electricity supply problems in Chile and Argentina.
Inter-country electricity trade was also an obvious solution for using surplus output by selling it to
electricity deficient neighbours. The earliest example is Algerian electricity exports to Tunisia.
Over the last decade, economic pressures and technological developments that favoured and/or
enabled pooling energy systems provided additional underpinnings to regional projects. As worries
about funding prevailed over policy discussions, power pool projects are more critical now
because of :
–

the potential to generate savings in primary energy use through, for example, reduced need

for primary reserves or better spread of peak loads; and
–

the potential to save on operational and capital resources that would be needed if each

country tried to meet demand on its own.
Badawi (2002) estimates that one of the sub-regional grids has already saved the need for
2500MW in new capacity. According to her, the net savings in investment capital from this grid
are about $5.5 billion,21 implying that total investment needs for Arab power sectors over the
period 2002 to 2010 may be at $84 billion, rather than the figure of $90 billion mentioned (for
example in MEED). As such, regional power pools will result in substantive dynamic changes –
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presumably improvements – to the Arab region’s ability to meet its energy needs and to manage
future stresses on its ability to distribute power.22
Three major power pools are emerging in the region. The first and oldest is the so-called ELTAM
in the Maghreb (i.e. North Africa) region, which will eventually connect Morocco, Algeria,
Tunisia, Libya, and Egypt, with a sub-network linking the latter to Sudan. The Mashreq grid or
EIJLSYR will eventually link Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria and Turkey. Thus far, two pairs
of grids are already connected (Egypt-Jordan; Lebanon-Syria). In the Gulf, complete
interconnection will consist of linking up four sub-regional grids that are currently being
connected from north to south (Saudi Arabia-Kuwait; Bahrain-Qatar), and across the peninsula
(UAE-Oman; UAE-Qatar).
The third power pool is due to the Mediterranean Power Network Programme, which will
eventually connect North Africa and Europe. The programme is part of more comprehensive
association agreements between the two regions, which will have a defining effect on natural gas
markets and electricity production in this part of the Arab world. According to the Observatoire
Méditerranéen de l’Énergie (2004), the partnership involves the alignment of North African
institutions and markets with those existing in their European counterparts, implying that these
countries have to change their electricity and natural gas sectors towards more competitive
structures, including with regard to access to power market segments. Regulatory frameworks will
have to evolve so that the two regions have fairly compatible market structures. Therefore, there
will be dynamic effects on the evolution of electricity markets and the Arab world as a result of the
commitment to create an integrated, competitive, and open electricity market in North Africa by
2006.
Badawi (2002) argues that the Euro-Med interconnections are designed to export energy to Europe
rather than to meet future Arab electricity needs, although demand for electricity is expected to be
buoyant in the latter rather than the former region. She also points to technical incompatibilities
between the two networks. The Arab part has a much lower load density ratio, is a rather weak
loop with little redundancy, and often relies on single transmission lines for hundreds of
kilometres. To benefit from these and other planned inter-connections, Arab power sectors need to
allocate more time and resources to issues such as:
–

upgrading and expanding interconnections;

–

raising voltage and exchange capacities;
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That is after allowing for installation and construction costs of $6.5 billion.
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–

working on automation, advanced monitoring systems, and exchange protocols.

These operational aspects are crucial for bringing Arab power installations up to the standards of
performance required for the evolving power systems. Addressing them will also help the Arab
world to avoid cascading failures such as those recently experienced in Europe. Badawi adds that
the requisite upgrading of transmission and distribution networks, and of control/dispatch centres
will entail around $60 billion in investments between 2002 and 2010.
Disappointingly, operational aspects and sub-sectoral issues such as the status of transmission
networks are given secondary importance to mainstream discussions of Arab power sectors,
largely due to an over-emphasis on future needs in power generation. The commercial literature
and conference notes by analysts and policy makers are usually focused on generation capacity
and demand volume. Our understanding of sectoral performance is thereby limited to assessments
of nameplate capacity at very aggregate levels. Discussions of performance, efficiency, and
qualitative aspects are relegated to technical forums, and are rarely a focus of policy agendas.
While much is known about the descriptive statistics and macro investment needs of Arab power
sectors, in comparison, there is a lack of substantive assessments or in-depth studies of qualitative
aspects.
It is puzzling that this apparent dichotomy is maintained, given that in practice, regional and
international institutions are heavily involved in transmission and distribution projects as well as
generation. All three aspects of power sectors are inter-related, and their development can only be
artificially isolated. Aside from technical losses indicated by the abovementioned data, anecdotal
evidence of demand and load management pressures is common.
In the Gulf, many cities experience electricity blackouts, especially in the summer
(www.zawya.com, May 2004). Bahrain had a complete power outage in August 2004 (Khaleej
Times, 8 September 2004). In the UAE, the failure of an overhead line led to the tripping of the
generators of northern areas of the country (Khaleej Times, 8 September 2004). Jordan in its
entirety plunged into darkness following a failure in the delivery of Egyptian gas to Aqaba power
station (Khaleej Times, 10 August 2004). As of 2003, Algeria’s Sonalgaz labour union introduced
a national programme of electricity rationing, due to the delay in new power plants coming on
stream and the accident at El-Hamma station (Le Jeune Independent, 3 August 2003). Likewise,
loss of output and equipment failures due to irregular voltage or unplanned blackouts are
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According to Gulf News Online (May 2004), the funding has just been approved for the main axes of the Gulf Grid.
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documented in Tunisia, but also occur elsewhere.23 Small back-up units therefore dot the Arab
world, not just war-torn Lebanon.
All this information suggests substantive problems with quality, consistency, maintenance,
delivery, and/or theft. Thus, measures that succeeded in reducing these losses would go a long way
in closing the gap between operational and nameplate capacities, and in easing the need for
building new installations.
Aside from such media reports of blackouts, there have been specialist discussions of qualitative
problems for some time. A recent reference is Ali (2004), who expresses concern about the
weakness of Arab investment efforts in new transmission lines and grid stations. Earlier, a number
of authors (Abou Ras and Azzam, 1998, 1999; Hawari 2002) indicated that Arab power systems
are constrained by problems of sub-optimal or inefficient performance. The problems commonly
listed are:
–

weak technical and managerial performance;

–

the use of old, inefficient gas turbines; improper or insufficient maintenance;

–

poor staff training;

–

occasional shortage of spare parts;

–

deficient investment in networks and sub-stations;

–

lack of computarisation.

Official reports by the Tunisian and Egyptian electricity authorities (Cecelski et al 2004, and the
website of the Egyptian Electric Holding Company) not only confirm the importance of these
problems, but also give an idea of the substantive gains in output and efficiency from programmes
aimed at addressing problems.
Finally, qualitative aspects of performance and delivery, the need for upgrading and co-ordinating
grids and networks, and the role of technological policies, all indicate a common perception that
governments have a central role in organising power infrastructure and ensuring efficient delivery.
Especially after the recent failures in the USA and Europe, transmission, distribution and system
stability remain primary areas of responsibility.
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See Cecelski et al (2004) for the Tunisian case. Khatib (2002) refers to the use of reserve diesel generators in many
parts of the region as a way of coping with poor quality.
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5. THE RUNAWAY DEMAND FOR POWER PROPOSITION REEXAMINED
The majority of references24 consulted argue that the biggest challenge to Arab power sectors are
the billions of dollars of investments needed to meet run-away demand for power in general, and
for electricity in particular. This argument is commonly supported by arguing that annual growth
rates are higher than the strong demand growth rates typically displayed by developing nations. In
Badawi (2002), projected demand for electricity and the peak load in Arab countries are expected
to climb respectively to 685,000 GWH and 136 GW by 2010. The concomitant investment needs
are estimated at around $90 billion for new installations, plus $60 billion for transmission and
distribution. A commercial report in 2004 (AME Info, March 2004) claims that $130 billion of
investments will be needed for Arab electricity in the next 20 years.25 MEED’s tables on projected
electricity demand in Arab countries put annual growth rates at between 5% and 12% (MEED 13–
19 February 2004). Likewise, the Saudi electricity sector is said to be grappling with massive
demand since 1995 (MEES, 26 June 1995). In 1995, Saudi officials said the sector urgently needed
5000MW in new capacity and therefore $7–14 billion in investment. By 2000, a ministerial
statement referred to the need for a yearly addition of 2000MW in new capacity (Grenville and
Congdon 2000). This estimate has since been quoted in other references as if it was an exact
measure of stress in the Saudi electricity grid. Yet, if in 1995 it was estimated that 5000MW a year
would be needed in generation capacity, and if by 2000, the estimate had fallen down to 2000MW,
then there is either an exaggeration of actual needs, or a tangible success in meeting the growing
demand. Either way, the reliability and accuracy of aggregated figures commonly circulated are
questionable.
There is little doubt that demand for power and electricity in the region is strong. The upward
trend is in fact being pulled by several fundamentals, the most salient being:
1.

Rapidly growing populations across the region;

2.

A fast pace of industrialisation in some economies (e.g. in Qatar and Saudi Arabia);

3.

The decay of existing infrastructure and/or substantial maintenance needs; and

4.

Economic and commercial expansion (shopping malls, economic zones and so on).

A fifth factor that is specific to the regional demand for power is the need to produce fresh water,
particularly in Gulf countries. Demand from this sector will therefore remain strong, given the
24

These include: Abu-Ras and Azzam (1998), Badawi (2001; 2002), Khatib (2002), most articles on power in Middle
East Economic Survey [MEES] and Middle East Economic Digest [MEED] since the late 1990s, Grenville and
Congdon (2000), the World Bank Fact Sheet on Electricity in MENA, Gulf News (28/4/2003), AME Info (23/3/2004).
25
$66 billion will apparently be required by Gulf countries alone.
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continued expansion of desalination plants, with capacity expected to quadruple by 2020.26 The
role of these factors in pulling demand for power is substantiated by the sectoral break-downs
presented in the previous section. To recall, current data suggest that most of the demand for
electricity lies in residential, commercial, and agriculture sectors, with Arab industries accounting
for 20% of electricity demand. By contrast, energy demand by the transport sector may provide
further impetus to energy consumption without this adding pressure on electricity generation
capacity.
However, the alarmist message that Arab power sectors may be heading for severe power and
investment shortages is questionable on several grounds. To begin with, many published growth
rates are problematic. For example, an exponential growth rate of 3.9% is implied by the 1999
claim by the Saudi Electricity Company that installed generation needs to rise from 23,438 MW to
60,000MW by 2023 (Grenville and Congdon, 2000). But a lower rate is obtained once recent
additions to generation are taken into account. If installed capacity in Saudi Arabia rose from
23,439 MW in 1999 to 26,427MW in 2001, then new resources are being added successfully.
Similarly, in August 2001, MEED claimed that Arab countries need to add 67,500MW to the
current power generation capacity of 87,817 MW by 2010. In February 2004, installed capacity in
Arab countries was reported by MEED as 116,520 MW, and the addition needed by 2010 put at
75,820 MW. If anything, additional requirements to be met between 2004 and 2010 should be
smaller at 38,000–40,000MW, given the expansion of installed capacity between 2001 and 2004.
Looked at more closely, these articles treat nameplate capacity to be added by projects under
consideration or under way as if it is the same as actual power requirements. Further, of the 45
major power projects being considered in the region (MEED, 13–19 February 2004), 18 have not
even reached the bidding stage, implying that the demand on financial resources may not be as
severe as has been suggested.
A slowing down of demand for power is clearly visible when one examines the behaviour of
growth rates. As demonstrated in Figure 7, average growth rates of electricity aggregates across
successive time-spans were stepping down to lower levels throughout 1975–2000. There is no
evidence of rising growth rates for any of the aggregates. Instead, a deceleration in growth in
electricity demand and generation is visible. Thus, the growth of demand for electricity and power
in Arab countries has been decelerating rather than accelerating, at least at this primary level of
evidence. In the same vein, Figure 8, which considers average per capita energy consumption – as
26

In Faraj (2002), the contribution of energy costs to total costs per cubic metre of desalinated water ranges between
31% to 49% depending on the technology. Reverse osmosis tends to be cheaper, but it is not the speciality of the
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documented in OAPEC’s database – demonstrates that despite population growth, energy
consumption has been trending upwards at a decreasing rate. The Joint Arab Economic Report
(2003) also notes the moderation in the growth of energy and power consumption.

Figure 7: Growth rates for electricity 1975–2000
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Hence, if growth in the demand for power has been decelerating in recent periods, it is unlikely to
accelerate exponentially in the future, nor is it certain that capacity will fail to expand at the same
pace. Unfortunately, there is a lack of reliable projections that would be a useful alternative to
those circulated in the commercial literature. Badawi (2002) has historical series for electricity
aggregates as well as projections for the period 2000–2015, but does not indicate the methodology
used. Her projections appear to take into account the slowing down of growth, with future growth
rates in the range of 4–6% rather than the 5–12% mentioned in MEED.
As an alternative, EXCEL was used to extrapolate trends for electricity aggregates for the period
2000–2015, centring the exercise on the 1980–2000 data. Levels obtained, presented in Table 5,
are lower than Badawi’s projections, particularly for the current period (2000–2005). Both Excel

Western-based developers. Electricity required per cubic metre of water varies from 3.6 KWh to 7.5 KWh.
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and Badawi’s series are plotted in Figure 9 below. The EXCEL extrapolations are, in effect, linear
trend lines fitted to Badawi’s historical data. The fine lines in the graph are exponential trend lines
automatically generated by EXCEL.

Figure 8: Average per capita energy consumption, 1975–2000
By country groups
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Table 5: Projections for Electricity, 2000–2015
Installed Peak
Power
Power
Growth
Badawi Capacity Load Consumed Generated
rates
(MW) (MW)
(GWH)
(GWH)
2000 99,903
78,236 369,020
425,502
2005 134,992 110,067 533,000
2000-2005
2010 166,613 135,765 685,372
2005-2010
2015 194,644 164,799 861,213
2010-2015
2000-2015
Installed Peak
Power
Power
Growth
Excel Capacity Load Consumed Genrated
rates
(MW) (MW)
(GWH)
(GWH)
2005 117,660
91,083 426,558
493,892 2000-2005
2010 134,570 105,402 495,147
573,777 2005-2010
2015 151,480 119,722 563,736
653,661 2010-2015
2000-2015

Installed
Capacity
5.0%
3.5%
2.6%
4.4%
Installed
Capacity
2.7%
2.2%
2.0%
2.8%

Peak
Load

Power
Power
Consumed Generated

(in percent)
5.7%
6.1%
3.5%
4.2%
3.2%
3.8%
5.0%
5.6%
Peak
Load
2.5%
2.4%
2.1%
2.8%

Power
Power
Consumed Generated
2.4%
2.5%
2.2%
2.8%

2.5%
2.5%
2.2%
2.9%

Source: Badawi (2002), except for Power Consumed (Excel extrapolations).

Figure 9 shows that extrapolations centred on recent periods produce systematically lower
forecasts than those commonly found in the literature. Future growth rates implied by the exercise
are lower than those of Badawi, i.e. in the range of 2–3 per cent. The graph also suggests that our
extrapolations are a very plausible way in which electricity demand and generation may evolve.
Future demand for power is more likely to grow linearly than exponentially. Further, the
divergence between exponential lines and historical data seems to worsen over time: an
exponential growth in electricity aggregates implies astronomical rises in projected levels, which is
unlikely. We also considered projections for overall energy consumption presented in two OAPEC
studies. Both clearly expected that per capita and total energy consumption would rise, but not at
alarming rates.27

27

The 2002 study has rather puzzling projections for energy consumption. For example, levels projected for 2010–
2015 are below current levels, despite an overall hypothesis of relentless growth in demand! The projections for 2010
published in an earlier 1998 study are more plausible, but are very close to levels that can be produced by a simple
extrapolation. This suggests the presence of a serious problem of auto-correlation in the model used. Thus, the
OAPEC results are due to a time trend, not to movements in the explanatory factors proposed by their model.
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Figure 9: Extrapolation for electricity 2000-2015
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Hence, if the current slowing down in growth is taken into account, the rise in demand for power
and electricity may be smaller and less alarming than is commonly suggested, consisting of a few
thousand megawatts. As a corollary, future financing and investment requirements may not be
beyond Arab economies. This slowing down of growth rates is also underpinned by several
structural developments, whose effects are likely to offset the push given to energy needs by the
aforementioned demand drivers. These factors include:
1. The possible occurrence of economic recessions or economic shocks
2. The implementation, however partially, of demand management policies, including:
using power pools and grid interconnections
using more efficient technologies
carrying out energy saving programmes
3. Efforts to meet environmental concerns and increase the use of cleaner
technologies.
With regard to the first factor, the negative impact of economic downturns on demand for power is
already obvious in historical data. Table 3 shows a dip in growth in the early 1990s, i.e. the time of
the first Gulf War and of economic recession in the region. This dip shows that the price and
income elasticities of Arab demand for power are similar to those of other regions. Installed
capacity responded by growing at a slower rate than the preceding and subsequent years. This gels
well with the empirical observation of payment difficulties and of postponements of infrastructure
projects in the Arab world in those years. Thus, demand for power in the region need not grow
exponentially. It can even stagnate and/or fall, as East Asian energy suppliers found out to their
cost during the late 1990s crisis. Runaway demand and sustained rises should not be presumed
without further testing and scrutiny.
As to demand management, we have already seen that regional power pools and grid interconnections are likely to improve the ability of Arab power grids to manage and smooth out peak
loads in a major way. Other policies relate not only, for example, to the introduction of CCG
plants, but also to the introduction of structural measures such as district cooling. This practice
took off a few years ago with Tabreed, the UAE’s National District Cooling Company, but is now
being exported to neighbouring countries. In a region where demand for air conditioning pushes
electricity consumption up by 70% in the summer, district cooling can reduce peak demand by 10–
30%, and can save 20–50% of running costs.
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Lastly, although compliance with pollution control and environmental protection remains sketchy
among Arab nations, many national and regional programmes achieved considerable gains in
efficiency, and delivered tangible cuts in carbon dioxide emissions and pollutants. Abu-Ras and
Azzam (1998, 1999) document successful case studies in Egypt and Tunisia, while ESCWA
(1998) indicates that on-going programmes to overhaul some Arab industries are reaping
significant energy savings (35% in glass, 53% in food, 40% in steel). Therefore, technological
developments in Arab power sectors are:
–

allowing old plants and power systems to run more cleanly, efficiently, and effectively.

–

involving the addition of more efficient new installations. Hence capacity is being added at
a faster rate, with most new capacity also using less energy.

To sum up, many current projections for demand for power and electricity seem to err on the
expansive side, and could do with more rigorous methodology.

The simplistic approach is

disappointing. It does not fully reflect the main structural developments discussed by sectoral
observers, nor does it integrate, for example, projections of sectoral demand for electricity.
Further, such projections ignore the impact of technological changes, although these have dramatic
effects on capacity (such as CCG turbines) or on demand (such as district cooling). The
projections also presume, for the next two decades or so:
–

relentlessly strong growth in population, economy, and industry;

–

the absence of any negative shocks or economic downturn;

–

and the continuation of inefficient and polluting practices.

Hence, the alarm with which these projections are surrounded is probably unwarranted. Given that
they are mostly trumpeted by ministry officials or businesses, this alarm perhaps reflects concerns
about budgetary allocation or business expectations. By contrast, technicians and those more
closely involved with the sectors tend to emphasise the need for qualitative changes and innovative
practices.
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6. THE STATUS OF REFORMS
While economic adjustment and policies of streamlining public sectors have been the focus of
government efforts for over a decade in most Arab economies, the reform and/or privatisation of
power sectors remains largely an unfinished agenda. Programmes are progressing at a slow and
hesitant pace, in a similar way to the unequal and uneven progress in the re-hauling of power
sectors across the developing world. According to Bacon and Besant-Jones (2001), by 1998, as
many as 81 in 151 developing economies had taken no measure towards liberalising or reforming
their power sector. In 2000, 63 developing economies were still in that situation, and only 12 could
be classified as having gone through all the steps of deregulation identified in the literature.
According to the World Bank and Public-Private Advisory Initiative (World Bank, 2003), private
financing of Arab infrastructure has been the weakest among all developing regions except Africa.
The MENA region secured $22.8 billion or 3% of the $754 billion of private investments in
developing countries’ infrastructure between 1990 and 2001. This percentage share may be
underestimated as the World Bank coverage of countries in the Middle East excludes the Gulf
countries, where the private sector contributed to the tremendous growth in their power sectors.
The weakness of private participation is also corroborated by the fact that the shares of private
sector activities in Electricity, Gas, and Water in the GDPs of virtually all Arab countries were
unchanged at around 2% between 1991 and 2001 (Joint Arab Economic Report 2003).28 Yet,
private activity is seemingly expanding: in 2001, 12 out of 16 countries in the region had 55
infrastructure projects with private participation.
As depicted in Figure 10, electricity and natural gas infrastructure were among the more important
sectors attracting private flows to developing countries and to the region, securing $9 and $3.9
billion respectively. The World Bank emphasises that these amounts measure project deals.
Therefore, annual flows may fluctuate because of particular contracts in particular countries. As
far as the Middle East is concerned, 57% of capital investment flowing into the natural gas sector
is due to the Moroccan section of the Maghreb Gas Pipeline initiated in 1994, which links the
Maghreb to Europe. The rest is due to four greenfield projects to build smaller transmission
pipelines for the domestic markets of Algeria, Egypt, Morocco, and Tunisia.

28

In most Arab countries, private infrastructure activity was around 2% of GDP. Lebanon and Jordan had distinctly
higher shares, while Iraq, Oman, Saudi Arabia and Yemen had lower ones.
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Figure 10: Private investment in infrastructure by sector, 1990-2001
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In the case of electricity, by 2001 six Arab countries had awarded ten projects,29 with three
electricity and water concessions also granted. As captured in Figure 11, greenfield projects
dominated private activity in the region, with no divestiture to speak of. In other words, private
participation has been chiefly a way of building new generation. Private developers have been
mobilised to complement or supplement public investment in generation capacity. In this sense,
engaging the private sector has largely been one of the policy responses to demand pressures.
Figure 11: Private investm ent in infrastructure by type of entry, 1990–2000
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These are Bahrain, Egypt, Morocco, Oman, Tunisia, and West Bank and Gaza.
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Most of the aforementioned projects were executed by five international developers. These are
among the dozen or so international corporations which provide much of the financial and
managerial muscle in the world power industry.30 Recent project announcements similarly confirm
the leading role of large western conglomerates. Hence, private participation in electricity in the
Arab region and elsewhere is, in practice, opening the door to foreign multinationals. The
participation of Arab private developers in the region’s power sectors is rather symbolic in terms
of the finance involved, and usually limited to sub-contracting. Hence the concern that growing
private participation has not significantly increased regional managerial or financial experience. In
AFESD (1998), Arab private agents in the power industry are described as weak, young, and
lacking the resources required to meet future sectoral needs. The nascent nature of this group
inevitably means that, even in ideal regulatory and financial contexts, private agents will take time
to assume a leading role in the sector. The foreign nature of private participation means the
multinationals’ outlook and activities in international capital markets will have significant
autonomous impacts on regional power sectors.
Table 6 surveys the status of power sector reforms. The table indicates widespread efforts to
streamline Arab power sectors and re-structure them along clearer functional lines. On the whole,
national power companies are evolving towards operating on a more autonomous and corporate
basis. Presumably, this would also involve changing their financial structures. In view of the weak
presence of local private agents, this policy may be more conducive to rationalising the sector
along commercial lines than divestiture per se.
Table 6 also shows that in terms of governance structures, less than half of Arab economies are
fully engaged in comprehensive reform programmes. Virtually none has opted for full divestiture.
In effect, only Oman, Egypt and Jordan have made visible progress towards the complete
unbundling and/or privatising of their power sectors. The former is the only Arab country to
experiment with regionally-based integrated private monopoly to manage the sector. Qatar is
another interesting case, where a private entity was created by the government, opened to private
investors’ participation, then allowed to take over generation and distribution units in a step-wise
manner. Algeria’s power sector is said not to be ‘ready’ for the liberalisation drafted in 2002
(MEES, 28 June 2004). Saudi Arabia does not expect any substantive privatisation to take place
before 2010 (al-Majalla al Iqtisadiya al-Saudiya, Autumn 2004).
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These are Gaz De France, SUEZ, Vivendi, Endesa (Spain), Gas Natural.
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A second regional trend that can be seen in Table 6 is that many Arab countries have been setting
up regulatory authorities and frameworks. Some of these authorities will be expected to deal with
tariff and pricing issues. Regulatory set-ups are believed by practitioners and analysts alike to be
necessary prerequisites of all models of sectoral re-organisation.31 Understandably, the stage of
institution building takes several years. These new bodies will need time to overcome teething
problems, to mature, or to become truly effective. As the experiences of other countries show,
qualitative aspects of regulation are not innate to new authorities, but make a crucial difference to
the outcome of sectoral re-organisation.
A third common policy direction revealed in the table is that most Arab governments have
amended sectoral laws so as to allow private operators to generate power. Privately built
generation has clearly made its mark and by 2004 virtually all Arab countries had some private
power projects. Other sources of information confirm that new generation added by independent
and/or private power producers (IPPs) now accounts for:
–

50% of installed capacity in Morocco,

–

22% in Egypt,

–

35% in UAE (Badawi 2002).

–

15% in Tunisia, and

–

3–11% in Lebanon.32

While Jordan has had the most comprehensive and sustained unbundling and divestiture
programme, it recently failed to complete a power project on IPP or BOO basis because of lack of
developer interest and revised cost considerations. This illustrates the limits of any presumption
that divestiture and restructuring will be sufficient to attract the private sector. Factors specific to
financial markets and/or power sector developers are equally important determinants of market
outcomes.
There is a demonstrated preference to start by involving the private sector in the expansion of
existing capacity, this being the easiest segment to delegate. It is also the easiest to finance,
involving greenfield investment, which was argued in Section 2 to be the mode of entry preferred
by foreign investors. In other words, the foreign private sector brought with it finance for the new
facilities. Hence, as in many developing countries and indeed some developed economies,

31

See for example Bacon and Besant-Jones (2001), Stern and Cubbin (2004).
Three of the five hydroelectric plants in Lebanon are independent providers, accounting together for most of the
hydropower generated. Their contribution to power generated fell from 11% in 1996 to 3% in 1999 because of the
coming on stream of two new combined cycle plants (Ministry of the Environment, 2001)
32
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transmission, and to a lesser extent, distribution, remain primarily a government responsibility.
Three considerations favour continued centralised government control of transmission systems:
–

Its inherent monopolistic nature;

–

The increasing technical complexity of power systems and multiplicity of the functions
involved (consisting of ownership, dispatch, and pool operator and power exchange); and

–

The typical lack of experience in developing countries by private operators with advance
system management.

Distribution has been open to private developers or concessionaires in a handful of countries,
namely Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, and Oman. Since 1999, Morocco’s ONE has given
concessions in distribution to several developers in urban centres, with its own share of
distribution now only at 49% (Ministère des Finances et de la Privatisation, 2004). Historically,
Jordan and Lebanon have had for some time a few power plants selling electricity to the national
monopolies. Arab governments are also starting to experiment with delegating electricity or power
provision to private operators, typically at the sub-national level. There is no clear indication as to
who will be responsible for financing specific activities such as maintenance. In the case of the
Salalah 20-year concession in Oman, the management and ownership of electricity, the addition of
new generation, and grid maintenance are delegated to the private operator (Joint Arab Economic
Report 2002).

To sum up, while state control has receded, competition and private sector participation are largely
limited to generation. While corporatisation is affecting most Arab national power companies,
most of the power sectors are still centred around vertically integrated state-owned monopolies. As
Galal (2001) argues, Arab power sectors generally have unchanged structures. However, opting for
the East Asian model of relieving resource constraint through BOO/BOT (Build-Own-Operate or
Build-Own-Operate-Transfer) is not the same thing as structural change and re-hauling the sector.
Galal (2001) argues for comprehensive reforms that address the issue of sectoral organisation,
rather than merely adding on private power units.
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Table 6: Restructuring and Privatization in Arab Power Sectors
Country
Algeria

Decision
date
May 2001

Algerian Enery Company will export electricity and build
private power plants.
Sonelegaz is to become a joint stock company.

Allowing private participation in power
generation
Preparation for setting up a regulatory
authority
Authorising all investors to build, manage,
and maintain power plants
Initiating unbundling of power sector

Privatly financed IPPs and IWPPs are the main way forward.

2003-2004

Saving and upgrading measures

1994

Legal reform launched

Importing Syrian gas through a pipeline expected to save
US$90 million a year.
A National Centre for Electronic Control to be built with
concessionary finance.
The operation of indpendent power producers is allowed.

2002-2004
Law 100 of
1996
Law 18 for
1998

2000
Decree
2000/239
Decree
2000/339
2002
2002-2004

Jordan

1994
1997

1998
1999

2002-2004
2004
March 2004
Lebanon

Morocco

Resulting Industry Structure

Joint venture formed between state
monopolies
State monopoly in generation ended

Jan-02

Egypt

Effect

2002-2004

Electricity and Gas Regulatory Commission is to be
established by 2005.
State monopoly ( Egyptian Electricity Authority) on
generation is ended.
Sector companies divided: 5 in generation, 1 in transmission,
8 in distribution.
Transmission to remain under public
Power transmission on 500, 220 and 132 KV networks left
monopoly.
with EEA
BOOT concessions are granted for three new, privately
financed, power plants.
Sectoral companies under one holding
An umbrella company (Egyptian Electricity Holding Company)
company
is established.
Partial divestiture from holding company
49% of shares in distribution & generation companies to be
sold on open markets.
Regulating the industry
Electric Utility and Consumer Protection Regulatory Agency
created. It should be established by 2003 with an institutional
aid programme.
New plants coming on stream
Thee plants add 2000 MW to the national grid, 10% of
installed capacity.
Accelerated addition of generation capacity 11 new plants are to be build by 2012. Funding sources reinclude concessionary financing. Electricity costs and
exchange rate risks under IPPs seen too high
Recourse to private power project
financing revised
Restructuring the Jordanian Electric
NEPCO, a shareholding company, is established.
Authority
Restructuring: formed authority divided
NEPCO is re-roganised and the sector now consists of three
into three independent operators.
companies for each function: Generation, Transmission, and
Distribution
Unbundling the sector: distribution
Central Electric Distribution Company is added to two existing
company created
private companies.
Regulating the industry
The Regulatory Commission of the Power Sector is
established. Its powers include tariff adjustment.
Unbundling the sector: generation
95% of generation is provided by Central Electric Generating
company created.
Company.
Transmission remains with government.
NEPCO remains a government company in charge of
transmission.
Private power project financing revised
Concessionary financing is now preferred due to exchange
rate risks.
Jordan's only IPP will be financed under EPC, not BOO
agreement.
Privatisation of generation and distribution Parliament gives go ahead for privatising CEGCo and CEDCo.
approved
Two stage rescue plan for EDL is approved by parliament.
Government monopoly (Electricite du
Liban) nearing financial collapse
Privatisation plans still being discussed.

Ending state monopoly in generation
1995

Rehabilitation of state owned monopoly

1997

Privatisation of some power stations

2002-04

Private participation in new power
generation
Completion of rural electrification

2004

Expanding renewable energy generation

75% of electricity production is to be transferred to private
hands.
The company starts operating on more profitable basis.
Jorf Lasfar is taken over by a private foreign firm. Contract
includes expansion.
Four IPPs are discussed and/or agreed.
Government program hopes all rural areas will be electrified
by 2007.
GEF/International sponsors will help with three projects,
including a wind farm.

Table 6: Restructuring and Privatization in Arab Power Sectors
Decision
Policy Action
Country
date
Oman
Royal Decree Privatisation of the sector launched.
42/1996
Private participation in new power
generation
Royal Decrees Establishing securities and capital markets
in 1998
2000-2001
Privatisation law passed
Restructuring the power sector
2002/4

Sale of a regional integrated power
company

2004

Privatisation law to be published in June
Continued divestiture by developers

Royal decree
15/7/04
Qatar

Privatisation law promulgated

Decree No.89, Corporatisation of power generation
1990
1998
1999-2001

2002-2003

2003-2004

Delegating power generation to private
sector
Private participation in new power
generation
Continued expansion of private
participation

Upgrading transmission and distribution

UAE

Saudi
Arabia
Arabia

Resulting Industry Structure
Privatisation committee is formed
Three power plants are constructed via IPPs plants by 2000.
Developers are to sell a stake in own companies within 5
years of commissioning.
Government hopes to to transfer the management of the
sector to private hands.
Regional integrated power, power and water utilities are to
be formed.
A concession for the Salalah integrated power utility is
granted for 20 years to foreign & domestic operators.
Unbundling continues so as to complete the privatisation of
power generation.
New IPPs will follow regulation requiring them to float some
of their shares.
Two companies will be selling shares in the summer 2004.
The sector will be unbundled into 10 companies: 1 holding
company, 3 power generation, 1 transmission & dispatch , 3
distribution & supply, 1 rural areas electrification, 1 procurer
Qatar Water & Electricity Company, a joint stock company, is
established.
Shares are registered with Doha Securities Market.
Government has a majority.
QEWC starts to operate and manage some plants.
Government and QEWC are partners in power projects.

QEWC gains ownership of a managed station, and acquires
plants from SOEs.
QEWC is now 43% owned by the Qatari state and 57% by
local investors.
Power purchase agreement with government for electric
supply in some plants.
Privatisation of existing desalination plants QEWC acquires four power and desalination plants

Captive power companies allowed

Tunisia

(continued)

Laws 199627& 125
2002

Private participation in power generation
allowed
New plants coming on stream

2002-2004

Expanding renewable energy generation

December
1998

Unbundling the power sector

QEWC becomes the main operator in generation, especially in
domestic sector.
Ras Laffan Power Company is an IWPP for the Ras Laffan gas
industries.
Plans include new substations, advanced supervisory control
& data systems
The laws permit & specify forms of participation allowed in
power generation.
A few IPPs successfully completed, now contributing 19% of
capacity.
International sponsors to help, including in building wind
farms.
One of the Emirates, Abu-Dhabi, sets on a program of
privatising the sector.
Governments remain in charge in other Emirates.

Law 2 of 1998 Establishing a regulator for the sector

Abu-Dhabi Water & Electricity Authority is established.

1999 onwards Private participation in power generation

Major power plants added via IPPs/IWPPs in Abu-Dhabi.

May 2004

Beginning the interconnection of all UAE
grids

Resolution
169, 11/98
April 2000

Restructuring of the sector launched

2001

Establishing an authority to deal with
financial issues
Private participation in power generation
allowed
Restructuring of state monopoly

A contract signed for a project to unify the UAE grids by
2006.
This is part of the GCC plan for inter-connecting all Gulf
countries.
This decrees the formation of the Saudi Electricity Company
(SEC).
SEC is a joint stock company with governmental majority. It
runs the sector.
The Electricity Services Commission is established to deal
with tariffs, debts etc.
Sadaf industries are allowed to build a captive power plant.

2002

Merging ten existing companies into SEC

Three main divisions are created for generation,
transmission, and distribution.
2002-4
Private participation in new power
Sadaf project financing is sealed in July 2003; other private
generation
projects are awarded
Main sources: Badawi (2001, 2002), MEED (2000-2004); EIA's Country Analysis Briefs; Private Participation in Meditarreanean
Notes State monopoly remain in the power sectors of Bahrain,

7. OVERVIEW OF CURRENT TRENDS IN FINANCING ARAB POWER
SECTORS
7.1 Governments still at the centre
Up to the late 1980s, government financing of power sectors in Arab countries was a common
practice in most developing and some developed economies. In poorer countries, earmarked
budgets were at times supplemented by external funding, usually from multilateral aid
organisations. In Arab countries, considerable progress in access to electricity was achieved thanks
to government spending on power. Governments not only assigned substantial capital to that
effect, but they often also assumed current expenses, including the subsidisation of consumption.
Cases varied from virtually free distribution in some Gulf countries to near cost recovery tariff
levels in Lebanon and Tunisia. As previously mentioned, cash flows were severely undermined
from unpaid bills and technical losses, thereby aggravating the negative impact of tariff
subsidisation on revenue flows.
The 1980s saw a widespread tendency to adopt structural adjustment programmes. These almost
systematically included the correction of fiscal imbalances and deficits. Arab governments
followed suit to varying extents, with shares of government deficits in GDP moving downwards
by the mid-1990s. The composition of government financing changed, due to:
–

An increasing resort to domestic financing of government spending, and

–

An increasing use of voluntary government debt instruments (i.e. domestic bills and bonds)
where the financial system allows it.

As with many developing countries, a third empirical trend in fiscal policy has been that in
general, capital expenditure tended to be cut back first in order to protect current expenditure,33
particularly on politically sensitive categories.
An important corollary of this fiscal context for Arab power sectors is that when resizing their role
in power provision, governments in the first instance chose to delegate to private sources the
raising of investment capital, and retained responsibility for current expenditure. They also
continued to assume losses due to subsidised tariffs and unpaid bills. These two issues have
different socio-political roots and are not necessarily remedied by the same policy measures.
33

Between 1996 and 2000, capital spending in the region fell from 24.8% to 19.1% of total government spending
(Joint Arab Economic Report 2002).
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Consumer subsidies are often and repeatedly defended as serving a social objective of providing
the poor with access to power. In Gulf countries, the subsidisation of electricity consumption has
been one of many government services given freely to citizens as a way of distributing oil wealth.
As Petri et al (2002) say, it is not uncommon for countries with abundant natural resources to be
more ‘tolerant’ of non-payment, or to charge below market prices for power. Nevertheless, there
seems to be a convergence amongst developing economies and IFIs towards a ‘corrected’ case for
subsidies. Governments now accept that general subsidies have negative impacts on fiscal balance
and promote waste, while consumers, particularly where service quality or delivery is poor, are
more conscious of the need to recover costs. In other words, low tariffs are no longer a taboo
subject, but their use must not prevent efforts to target subsidies to those who really need them;
imply a green light for financial profligacy; or stop efforts to strengthen other social safety nets.
Targeting power subsidies may be easier in programmes extending electricity to the rural poor.
This is reflected for example, in Oman’s current remote areas electrification plan (Oman
Information Centre, 6 July 2004). Targeting subsidies in large urban centres may be more difficult

for both political and technical reasons.
As to the tariff levels themselves, Table 7 shows that currently many Arab countries still charge
rates that are below average generation or total operating costs. Additional criticisms by the World
Bank include the fact that these rates are below those in developed countries, and often below
world prices for energy products.

Table 7: Tariffs for electricity in Arab countries, 1999–
Household Average
Country
Large
cost (US
Industry
i
Algeria
3.8
1.7
1.4
/
h)
Egypt
2.8
2.5
1.9
Jordan
6
5.9
3.8
Lebanon
12
7.2
5.4
M orocco
6.9
9.5
5
Om an
4.9
5.2
6.8
Saudi
3.1
1.32
3.3
Syria
2
2
3.7
A
bi
Tunisi
4.6
6.5
5.6
Yem en
8.9
6
5.2
Kuwait
3.3
Libya
1.5
Bahrain
3.3
Djibout
8
7
iM auritani
Sudan
7.6
U.A.E.
3.8
Average
5.5
4.8
4.5
Source: Badawi (2002); W orld Bank (2003d)
Note:1. Spain charges 5.13 and 13.17
2. Data are not available for Iraq, Qatar,
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Failures in tariff collection and non-payment are underpinned by a different political economy.
They are essentially a reflection of the inability of governments and utilities to secure regular
payments or widespread compliance without extensive policing or confrontation. More generally,
corporate taxes in most Arab countries are unusually high by world standards, and are also way
above personal income tax. Personal income tax revenues have been and remain negligible.34 What
goes into government coffers from the average citizen is minimal, forcing governments to rely
either on indirect taxation, or on taxes from captive constituencies, i.e. ones that can be deducted
from a particular income flow before it reaches its destination.
Difficulties in tariff collections are also reflected in another structural feature of Arab electricity
tariffs: in complete reverse of the situation in developed countries, it is households who are
typically subsidised. Bulk purchases by Arab industries and large consumers do not receive
discounts: their purchases are typically priced at tariffs that are higher than generation costs. In
other words, large clients are a captive source of revenue as far as power utilities are concerned.
This distortion is one way in which utilities attempt to recover revenue shortfalls. It must be said
that higher tariffs for this class of customer are also justified by the fact that they tend to be among
the higher income groups, and richer than most urban dwellers.
Corruption and non-compliance with payment are argued by many analysts to be a more
substantial leakage than subsidies per se. It is widely known that many high income groups and
corporations use their close relations with governments to ignore or avoid payments, with people
in lower income brackets also bribing collection officers to the same effect.35 Favouritism and the
inability to enforce collection obviously worsen financial imbalances, and examples of the impact
of payment arrears on the financial health of Arab utilities can be found all over the region. Hence,
the Saudi Electricity Company (SEC) still has outstanding debts due to unpaid bills from the
1990s, including from Aramco. The SEC can neither collect nor enforce the repayment of
outstanding amounts until the government decides how these amounts should be treated
(Consulting Centre for Finance and Investment, 2003; Saudi-British Bank, 2003). In Tunisia, the
unpaid bills of SOEs and of the public sector accounted for 80% of the debts of the national
electricity company in 1998 (Cecelski et al, 2004). Likewise, the large debts of Egyptian power
companies undermined their financial health until 2002, when the Ministry of Electricity and
Energy settled a large percentage of outstanding amounts ahead of privatisation.
34

This is confirmed by data in the IMF’s Government Financial Statistics. The Joint Arab Annual Report also refers
to the weakness of direct tax revenues in its annual analysis of government fiscal structures ( 2000 and 2001 reports).
35
See ‘Born Ill!’ (Yemen Times, Issue: (722), Volume 13 , From 22–24 March 2004) regarding the state of affairs of
electricity services in Yemen.
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Still, it is hard to see how allocations for power sectors or electricity subsidies could be the most
critical burden faced by governments. Even in Egypt, electricity subsidies are currently at 0.5–
0.6% of GDP, with the fiscal balance at 2.2–2.5% of GDP (IMF Public Information Notice 2004).
Often, all subsidies and social services operate on budgets that are smaller than other budgetary
items such as defence. Hence, the issue is more about the prioritisation of budgetary allocations,
the overall composition and character of fiscal policy, and the rationalisation of a whole range of
government transfers and taxes. If infrastructural spending, including on electricity, is usually
associated with political agendas, nowadays it is also recognised for its potential contribution to
economic growth, with subsidies in particular strengthened by the Millennium Development
Goals, because of equity considerations.
According to the Joint Arab Economic Report 2002, cost recovery pricing is now being adopted as
a medium- to long-term aim by many Arab power companies. It seems there has been some
progress towards charging rates that achieve partial cost recovery, which is probably why tariffs
listed in Table 7 are not as low as they might have been, for example, a decade ago. In Lebanon,
the national company now adds a number of taxes and municipality charges to user fees, resulting
in prices that are at par or above charges in high income Europe (Ministry of the Environment
2001). Morocco’s 2003 medium-term plan for the power sector explicitly stresses the need to
move towards recovering operational costs. Large electricity consumers in many countries recently
began to challenge discriminatory pricing and to call for its abandonment. Recognising that tariff
surcharges undermine the competitiveness of its industry, since 2000 Morocco has been gradually
reducing tariffs on industrial and agricultural customers, with small autonomous electricity
providers receiving additional tax relief on fuel (Ministère des Finances et de la Privatisation,
2004). In Saudi Arabia, Aramco considers current tariffs to be too high, and only pays what it
considers reasonable. More importantly, Aramco’s power bill has been a clear incentive for the
company to begin captive power projects, which the SEC has approved. The SEC will thus be
relieved from capital and current expenditures that would be needed for new installations, while
Aramco, which has good access to capital markets, would be able to secure its own power more
cost effectively.
It seems that in the region and elsewhere a distinction is being drawn between the need to maintain
some tariff subsidisation – if only for political reasons – and the practice of allowing excessive
losses on all aspects of power sector activities. Governments and/or SOEs largely bear the brunt of
subsidisation, which they appear to manage by turning attention to other areas of their operations
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and balance sheets. One such area is to cut down on technical losses by improving maintenance,
upgrading facilities, networks, and end-user services. Reducing output losses and tackling
inefficiencies can produce significant savings in resources and these reduce the relative size of
subsidies in revenue streams, and improve payment receipts. Willingness to pay almost invariably
increases with improved service quality and availability.
In many ways, identifying losses due to low prices and/or concomitant budgetary allocations is a
relatively easy accounting exercise. However, as Petri et al (2002) argue, a fiscal balance approach
to assessing the financial health of power sector companies is much more complex, requiring
proper and extensive documentation of all activities. Disentangling interactions between various
policy measures or regulations, and encouraging financial transparency are major processes that
may be initiated by corporatisation, but will certainly not be met by tariff correction alone. Terms
of access to credit, employment policies, and so on are all related aspects to be considered in
power sector reform plans. Thus, while largely routed in deficits caused by unsustainably low
tariffs, financial problems in Arab power sectors are not limited to this issue. By the same token,
power utilities cannot be rescued by price correction alone, nor by a one-off remedial action. The
required reforms are complex and protracted processes; they include technical, institutional, and
above all political elements. Increasingly it seems that in the medium term power subsidies will be
part of this process, with the corresponding spending remaining a feature of sectoral allocation but
without overwhelming it.
Lastly, financially unsound practices and/or features, though a burden on the financial health of
Arab power utilities, have not been an obstacle to the series of IPP contracts that have sprung up in
the region. Power sector actors are operating with low tariffs as given,36 and private developers
probably simply factoring them in when deciding on their activity. Other factors such as country
income level and market size can be more critical in the decisions of private agents to build or
sponsor projects. In other words, capital market conditions may overwhelm any efforts to attract
the supply of funds. This is probably why three of the five current power projects in Jordan are
financed by in-house resources. Privatisation and unbundling may serve or have served sectoral
aims such as improved performance, but not capital base expansion.

36

For example, Morocco’s Office National de l’Eléctricité explicitly mentions in its Rapport Annuel 2003 (Annual
Report 2003) that it had to accept losses due to fuel price rises because it simply cannot pass them on to customers.
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7.2 Role and impact of new financiers
7.2.1 A revised case for private power projects
Information compiled thus far confirms that private power projects, whether captive power, IPPs,
BOOs, or BOTs, have made a marked contribution to the expansion of generation capacity in Arab
countries since the mid-1990s. These projects have been the main way in which they tapped into
the rise in developers’ interest and in capital flows to developing countries. In the Arab world as in
Indonesia and Turkey earlier, IPPs allowed the developers to enter vertically integrated stateowned sectors thanks to two main features. First is their contractual structures, which consist
mainly of limited or non-recourse finance, thereby isolating project costs and risks from head
company structures. The contracts also cover long time frames, which are a major issue in
infrastructure financing. Secondly, particularly in the case of larger projects, export credit agencies
and IFIs participate by providing capital and/or various guarantees. Indeed, the first two such
projects in the Arab world (in Morocco and Oman) would not have materialised without the
guarantees of the World Bank and International Finance Corporation.
The regional picture shows that by 2004, 11 out of 19 Arab countries had adopted at least one such
project. MEED’s tabulation of major power projects in the region (MEED, 13–19 February 2004),
indicates that of the 45 projects listed, 28 are for new facilities, 8 of which are independent water
and power projects (IWPP). Of the projects coming on stream or being processed, nearly half will
be constructed and financed under BOO/BOTs. Equally significant, the rest of the projects are a
mixture of EPC (Engineering, Procurement, Construction) contracts, or concessionary financing
programmes – often as part of multilateral official co-operation. If private agents seemed to lead
power sector developments for a while, the region is swinging back towards more co-operative
financing, in line with the current trend of ‘calling all developers’.
Egypt was the first to benefit from the 1990s surge in BOO/BOTs in the region. An IPP was
agreed in 1998 for the construction of a plant in Sidi Kerir near Alexandria, which became
operational in 2002. The plant’s capacity is 685 MW, which is over 4% of Egypt’s installed
capacity. InterGen and Edison own the plant, and entered the project with $139.2 million in equity.
The remaining $342.5 million consisted of bank loans. Egyptian banks mobilised a greater share of
the funds ($212 million), compared to $130 million by international banks. As calculated at the
time of the agreement, the price of electricity to be generated was reasonable by international
standards, at $0.0254/kWh (USAID, 2001). However, by 2002, the depreciation of the Egyptian
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pound against the US dollar led to a 35% rise in the cost of electricity purchased by the
government from the plant, leading to criticisms by Egyptian parliamentarians (USAID, 2002).
This criticism is a rare reference in the literature on Arab power to the numerous and costly
problems associated with or resulting specifically from BOO/BOTs (rather than private
participation per se). Hence, there were no such discussions in any of the presentations in the last
annual Arab Energy Conferences. Yet, negative experiences in the late 1990s – in East Asia and
Turkey – have been significant enough for many IFIs and analysts to adopt a critical view of these
schemes. There is also evidence of a high abandonment rate for infrastructural projects under
BOO/BOT schemes across developing countries.37
The problems with these schemes are rooted in their long-term frameworks, usually 20 years or
more. Private power projects include long-term off-take or power purchase agreements (PPAs),
which governments undertake so as to ensure that developers will be able to recover their costs.
Under typical contractual arrangements, the risk allocation is such that developers assume most
business costs, including construction, financing, and completion risks. It is usual for governments
to take on all other risks: they try to attract foreign investors by committing to stable business and
macro-economic environments. Following Mody (2000), government risks can be grouped under
five categories: foreign exchange; political; market (demand in power market, traffic volume in the
case of roads); counterpart; and fuel price.
In practice, developers take on risks upfront, while governments are more exposed over the long
term and over uninsurable events. Adverse developments in the five risk categories may emerge
over a long period of time and undermine the feasibility of the projects as stated in the initial
contracts. This is referred to as the problem of contingent liabilities, which arises in other areas
too. In the case of IPPs, governments assumed more risks than they needed to or bargained for,
largely by overlooking conditions included in the small print.
While the Egyptian example referred to a foreign exchange risk, in Indonesia and the Philippines
misleading assumptions and extrapolations of rising demand led to huge losses to governments
and utilities. Independent producers were able to sell a pre-specified quantity of electricity at prespecified prices which appear suitable ex-ante, but neither governments nor IFIs anticipated the
fall in demand that the region witnessed in the late 1990s. National utilities were unable to adjust
37

UNEP (2000) finds that only 10 in 49 sewage treatment plants in Mexico in BOT were still operating. Karkesi and
Kimani (2002) state that 41% of power IPPs in Africa are still operational.
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volumes or tariffs, and they could not pass rising costs on to consumers. Their financial health was
also undermined by the impact of exchange rate depreciation on their commercial debts. Instead of
easing a problem of ‘distressed assets’ in the power sector, policies centred on BOO/BOTs tied
governments to ‘stranded’, loss-making assets, and worsened the situation of national companies
(Mody, 2000). Mutually beneficial outcomes would have required many contractual assumptions
to remain unperturbed by shocks. In 2003, Indonesia had to renegotiate 26 IPPs, but remained
committed to open up its power sector to competition (EIA Country Briefs, 2004).
Presuming stability on many fronts over a long horizon is unrealistic, and assuming liabilities on
such a basis can easily look imprudent ex-post. Following this string of problems, the World Bank,
who initially favoured BOO/BOTs, instituted special training programmes and models to simulate
such risks or situations, in the hope that governments might avoid contingent liabilities, or make
more informed decisions when managing concomitant exposures.38 Bacon and Besant-Jones
(2000) and Mody (2000) argue that in general BOO/BOTs:
–

Are suitable for large projects in stable revenue and macro-economic environments.

–

Have many systemic pre-requisites for success (e.g. sound regulatory framework, clarity in
project formulation and documentation), and

–

Should be avoided until power sector reforms are complete.

Clearly, Arab countries are far from fulfilling such prerequisites, and their power sectors will
continue to change significantly and systemically, if only because of emerging regional power
pools and grid inter-connections, let alone macro-economic fluctuations. With a floating exchange
rate being considered by China this year, can the possibility of, for example, Gulf countries opting
for a floating exchange rate regime, be excluded in ten years time?
Problems with BOO/BOTS and IPPs have also emerged from flaws at the tendering and bidding
stages. Obvious as it may seem, the process needs to be truly competitive and transparent, so as to
avoid costs and distortions due to corruption. IPPs may appear particularly lucrative in this way
because of the potentially large rent that could be collected by developers from selling output at
fixed prices. Hence, the development of Indonesia’s power sector through private projects has
become synonymous with corruption.39

Similarly, Enron’s behaviour in India damaged the

reputation of such projects. Often, promoting private power in this way was promoting cronyism
rather than entrepreneurship. In a nutshell, ‘mishandled, private power can hamper development’
(MEED, 2 August 2002).
38
39

See Lewis and Mody (1998) for details of these risk simulation techniques.
See for example Keefer (2002).
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For several reasons, therefore, BOO/BOTs do not appear to be appropriate for a constantly
changing region, even though they contributed positively to the expansion of Arab power
generation capacity. Negative experiences elsewhere call for caution in their use, and for the
associated downfall risks to be fully and systematically incorporated in sectoral plans. Other forms
of private participation, including co-operative arrangements and captive power projects, would
seem to be safer policies.
Alternative ways of attracting private capital, amply documented in Matsukawa et al (2003), need
to be explored and adopted more extensively. Contractual details such as escrow accounts and
other securitisations would serve the dual purpose of attenuating political and country risks. While
Enron had no significant activity in the Middle East, heightened political risk since 9/11 made
many power developers recoil from the region. Currently, they have a muted and hesitant
presence. In a complete reversal of the situation in the late 1990s, projects are said to be chasing
developers and sponsors. Successful completion of deals is taking longer than previously. In the
absence of more information, it is not possible to know to what extent lessons from the bad
experiences are being reflected in current contracts. Similarly, the revival of EPC contracts may be
reflecting these lessons, rather than the concerns of developers about accentuated political risks in
the Arab world. Similarly, Tolling Agreements and Energy Conversion Agreements, which shift
fuel price risk onto the buyer, are also appearing.
What is known is that two countries, Egypt and Jordan, appear to have decided that BOO/BOT are
too expensive. According to MEED (2 August 2002, 25 July 2003), these two countries are now
opting for self-financing or concessionary multilateral financing where possible (e.g. official
financing for the Cairo grid control centre). Furthermore, there are two examples of increased
flexibility in current BOTs. Morocco’s ONE has entered into a BOT agreement for its new
combined-cycle gas power plant, but with the power purchase agreement linked to local currency
arrangements (Rapport Annuel 2003). In Abu-Dhabi, the power purchase agreement for the
Taweelah A2 power plant ‘provides for a four part tariff structure’, with both fixed and variable
elements, and allows the foreign portion of the charge rates to be adjusted periodically for
exchange rate fluctuations (Abu-Dhabi Power Bond Ltd: Preliminary Offering Circular 2004).
Lastly, in Yemen, a few small IPPs have been successful, but a couple of longer-term projects that
presumed gas supplies availability failed (EIA Country Brief, July 2004).
Hence, securing private funds for power does not necessarily eliminate the funding problem nor
relieve government from related commitments. Many projects led by private agents are highly
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leveraged, with mixed financing a common practice. Official funding is still called upon even in
middle income countries, with an Algerian 1998 IPP eventually having to be financed by Islamic
and Arab financial institutions. Funding problems may also emerge in the future with regard to
capital needs for managing facilities currently being added to systems. Beyond financing, the
abovementioned evidence by sectoral specialists refers to outstanding challenges that are arguably
more demanding than the physical addition of new capacity. These are:
–

the management of maintenance (especially in transmission and distribution);

–

the regulation of power provision;

–

the integration of new facilities with the grid, and

–

the modernisation and upgrading of control and co-ordination centres.

7.2.2 Current patterns in Arab private participation
Arab private participation in power sectors has largely taken three main forms: direct contracting,
bank lending and self-finance. This section argues that there have been two main changes since the
late 1990s: a palpable expansion in the latter two categories, and the emergence of equity and
financial market financing, mediated by financial market reforms and deepening. Arab
governments remain significantly involved: they continue to provide a significant part of the
equity of power projects, and often help to secure ECA guarantees.
Beginning with direct implementation, Arab private companies have always acted as contractors
and sub-contractors to national power companies and/or to foreign developers. As such, they tend
to be minor partners in power sector development. The World Bank’s database on private
participation in infrastructure confirms that most of the large project contracts won by the private
sector in the last decade have been secured by five international conglomerates, with little benefit
to local operators. In the same vein, AFESD Secretariat (1998) finds that local entrepreneurs and
workers are gaining little in terms of contracts, expertise, or technical know-how.
Bank lending has been relatively more important to Arab power sector finance than other
developing regions, some of which relied more extensively on equity participation and capital
market financing. Power projects in Brazil, for example, relied mostly on equity finance through
much of the 1990s, and only resorted to ‘multi-sourcing’ (mainly export credit guarantees, local
currency vehicles, and bank lending), in view of the tighter liquidity of developers (The Banker, 9
June 2003).
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The participation of Arab financial institutions has also expanded in the last few years on the back
of two factors. First, it has coincided with the withdrawal of international banks referred to in the
first part of this study. Second, while Arab bank lending has been important in countries with
strong financial sectors (e.g. Lebanon or Kuwait), financial deepening and reform in the region
since the 1990s have expanded the range of banks able to enter into power projects, as well as the
maturity of lending they are able to offer.
As such, their expanded participation in project deals, albeit largely restricted to traditional loans,
is becoming critical for closing the deals. A MEED 2002 survey of Arab bank participation in
projects financed in the region in 2001 shows that international banks still dominate lead
arrangements: 15 leading international banks were involved in 44 deals, while 10 leading Arab
banks entered 28 deals. The main change over earlier periods is that the share of international
banks in total bank lending to power projects weakened from 64% to 58% between 2000 and 2001
(MEED, 22 February 2002).
Short of examining individual contracts, it is difficult to put a different number to the current rate
of Arab bank participation. Their exact contribution in particular deals is rarely mentioned in the
specialised press, and can vary between 25% and 75%. The Egyptian financing of Sidi Kerir plants
mentioned earlier shows that national banks mobilised over half the funds needed. Egyptian banks
mobilised $212 million compared to $130 million by international banks. The share of national
banks reached 75% of the cost of the Tahaddart CCG power plant according to the 2003 annual
reports of Morocco’s ONE and of the leading arranger.40 On the other hand, the financing of the
Skikda power plant is managed entirely by Société Générale. Hence, while there seems to be a
quantitative shift in the role of domestic banks, this cannot be generalised.
Despite the apparent expansion in their participation, Arab and regional banks are still not able to
lead the financial arrangements for the largest power projects, such as the $1.6 billion Shuweihat
IWPP project. Only a handful of these banks are systematic in their underwriting and arrangements
activities. The financial support and intermediation that Arab banks could offer to local energy and
infrastructure is way below potential. By the same token, they could become key providers of
finance in the medium to long term, particularly in view of the fact that despite instances of credit
squeezes, many banks are over-capitalised.

40

The financing of Tahaddart is 25% equity (provided by ONE, Endesa and Siemens), and 75% in two bank loans led
and arranged by the Banque Central Populaire du Maroc, and denominated in Moroccan dirhams.
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In this sense, Gulf-based Islamic institutions and banks have taken a leading role in tapping on
excess liquidity. Specifically, they have a critical and pioneering role in the issuance of Islamic
tranches of power projects. It is increasingly apparent that Islamic financing in power projects is to
become a structural feature of local infrastructure finance. Although all regional institutions have
improved the range of financial instruments on offer, it is the particular character of Islamic
financing that gives strength to this expectation. Islamic bonds and instruments are essentially
securitised vehicles, i.e. they are backed by real assets. This makes them less risky and less volatile
to hold. As mentioned in the first part of this study, the climate of nervousness and risk aversion in
international capital markets is leading to a greater use of liquidity enhancements and
securitisations. Since Islamic instruments are currently favoured by investors, this is why their
issuance has attracted interest from mainstream institutional and portfolio investors from outside
the region.
Because of their unfulfilled potential, the need to upgrade and strengthen the performance of Arab
financial and banking sectors has attracted extensive attention. APICORP (2003), Fgrais et al
(2003), Wilson (2003), and MEED (24–30 October 2003) are among recent authors assessing the
structural weaknesses of Arab banks and banking sectors. Leaving aside episodes of banking crises
or the dire state of affairs in some countries, their role in financing Arab power is constrained by:
–

A limited capital base: Despite continued growth, Arab banks are small on a world basis.

–

An inability to provide long-term finance. Banks can mostly lend at maturities of 5–7
years, which may be too short for energy projects.

–

Limited experience. Even leading banks are best at smaller operations such as providing
(rather than issuing) third party bonds or floating rate notes. Full-scale brokerage is still
rare, and in some instances impossible under financial market laws.

–

Lack of sophistication. While most Arab banks would easily pass Basle II requirements for
reserves and capital adequacy, they are faced with more serious challenges when it comes
to operational requirements, and the ability for example, to manage various risk
exposures.41 The products on offer to investors and savers are too limited in range.

These structural limitations are also reflected in the composition of bank credit. According to the
Joint Arab Economic Report (2002, 2003), the use of domestic credit by the private sector has

been largely for ‘traditional’ sectors and short-term economic activities, in particular for commerce
and housing. Industry is an important sector only in a handful of countries. To overcome this
41

According to AME INFO (5 October 2004), Arab banks will need to invest considerably in their data collection and
disclosure systems, and may have to ‘re-engineer their business procedures’.
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short-termism, APICORP (MEES 21 May 2004) proposed that banks establish special long-term
funds for power sector projects, in line with the success of the Saudi Industrial Development and
Public Investment Funds in supporting the Saudi economy.
Another consequence of this structure is an asset-liability mismatch. Taher (MEES, 28 June 2004)
argues that this mismatch has prevented Saudi banks in particular from more use of equity
issuance. In other words, they cannot lead the issuance of project bonds. Project bonds are
expected to play a vital part in financing growth in developing regions, including in power sectors.
But in Arab countries, they have only appeared in export-oriented oil or gas ventures. A recent
exception is Abu Dhabi, where $133 million worth of bonds (with three different maturities) were
issued as part of the refinancing of the Taweelah A2 independent power project (MEES 22 March
2004). The bonds were taken up by affiliates and related finance groups. In other words, it was a
successful but limited exercise in diversification. Still, with time and judicious transformations, the
region should be able to develop new and additional ways to harness its capital base for longerterm developmental objectives, especially in infrastructure.
As far as self-finance is concerned, the top end of the scale includes captive power projects
initiated by industrial corporations in order to meet their own power needs. A leading and earlier
example was the 2001 Sadaf (the Saudi Petrochemical Company) project,42 with Aramco
following suit in 2004 with its announcement of plans to build four power plants.43 In the middle
of the range, three of four power plant conversions in Jordan implemented in the last few years
were financed from in-house resources.44 Likewise, Morocco’s ONE established its rural
electrification strategy of the late 1990s on co-financing, providing 55% of the financing needed
for new installations and networks, with municipalities and local groups providing the rest. At the
other end of the scale, in Yemen, cement and oil companies own and operate their own small
power plants, with independent power for small agglomerations also often produced by smallcapacity standby sets for industry and tourism (Wärtsila, 2003). Vermillion (2000) further reports
that small dams have been built by pooling community resources, which are sometimes
supplemented by aid. It is difficult to establish precisely the importance of autonomous, self-help,
power delivery in practice, because, unlike in other developing regions, the use of distributed
generation by self-help groups or in remote areas has received little attention in Arab countries.

42

The financial deal was not closed until 2003; construction only started recently.
According to MEES (24 November 2003), Aramco plans to go into a joint venture with the National Power
Company and with CMS Generation Company for building the plants.
44
www.cegco.com.jo
43
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Yet, this may be a crucial policy for extending access to power to those still without it, and it
seems the more limited the funding the more it is likely to be a necessary ingredient.
In the last decade, the key change in Arab private participation has been the use of equity as an
additional avenue of capital mobilisation, with the formation of many private companies through
equity investment in joint stock companies, and very few instances through public offerings. These
private companies were set-up primarily on the back of IPPs, and include, for instance, the
InterGen Sidi Krir Generating Company (Egypt) and Jorf Lasfar Energy Company (Morocco).
The ability of Arab economies to set up such companies, joint ventures, and/or special purpose
vehicles has been a key underpinning of the expansion of private power participation in power
sectors. It has been the main mechanism through which private developers entered into partnership
with governments. Project finance and limited recourse financing have been their preferred mode
of entry, as it allows partners to protect their balance sheets, and to specify the resources deployed,
the terms of commitments, repayment flows, and other aspects of project risks.
Table 8 summarises the current distribution of Arab power companies between the private and
public sectors. Clearly, private operators remain a minority. Only 26 of the 66 organisations that
make up the region’s power sectors are privately owned. 17 of the 26 private power operators are
Arab, the rest being affiliates of international developers, which typically have majority stakes of
the equity. Hence, the use of capital and stock markets by Arab power sector agents has been
limited partly because of the nascent nature of these markets. There are only 8 listed companies
operating in 5 Arab countries, and stock markets were only important for power sectors in Jordan,
Qatar, Oman, and the UAE.
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Table 8: Arab power companies by type of ownership
Private

Listed companies
Private Companies

26
8
18

of which

national companies
foreign subsidiaries
Government & Public Organisations or Corporations
of which

Joint Stock Companies

9
9
40
12
5
4
19
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
9
5
4

UAE
Jordan, Algeria
National corporations & companies
Algeria
Egypt
Lebanon
Jordan
Libya
Morocco
Mauritania
Saudi Arabia
Sudan
Syria
Tunisia
UAE
Yemen
Regulatory authorities
UAE
Others
Source: http://www.zawya.com/cm/companylookup.cfm

Most Arab equity shares are owned by the founding national power company and/or its affiliates:
joint stock companies are typically only open to sponsors and/or closely related institutional
investors. Private participation in capital markets still largely implies the passive ownership of
power company shares by financial institutions and SOEs. Hence, the Saudi Electricity Company
is listed, but the government and Aramco own respectively 74% and 7% of the shares. Other
examples of share distributions are:
–

Energie Electric Tahaddart (joint venture operating company):
25% of its finance was secured by equity, distributed as follows: ONE 48%, Endesa 32%,
Siemens Project Venture 20%.

–

Dhofar Power Company (joint stock company):
81% of shares are owned by PSEG Global and 19% by Omani investment groups.

–

Emirates CMS Power Company (joint stock company):
60% ADWEA, 40% CMS Power.

–

Qatar Electricity and Water Company (joint stock company):
43% of shares are owned by the Qatari government.
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Individual investors remain a minority of wealthy individuals, who are typically active in both
private and public companies.45 The boundaries between the two are often blurred. Additionally,
the embryonic nature of these markets and of their regulatory frameworks is a chief reason why
foreign shareholding in many companies is still off the agenda. Hence, although Abu-Dhabi’s
power sector is firmly grounded on private provision, in 2004 Tabreed became only the third
company in the UAE to allow foreign ownership of shares.
In such a financial context, a policy focusing on mobilising local individual and institutional
investors is reasonable and realistic. Engaging a wider class of investors requires time, regulation,
and dedication. The pace cannot be forced, as each capital market has its own absorptive capacity.
Currently, local investors’ appetite seems to be good throughout the region and across most
sectors, with the offerings generally over-subscribed. This was recently the case with the Omani
government sale of its share in al-Kamil power project.
Thus, the local private participation and privatisation that Arab power sector reformers were
hoping to achieve in the 1990s have only began to materialise. These sectors appear to be evolving
in the right direction in terms of policies implemented or on the drawing board. Continued
financial deepening is a must if private finance is to support power sectors any further. Narrowness
and immaturity are constraining the ability of banks to transform liquidity in the region into much
needed funds for the real economy. Likewise, Arab stock markets are maturing and growing
rapidly, but equity culture remains rather weak and secondary markets are still lacking.
To end, a note of caution is due regarding this emerging private participation. Available
information ignores its governance structure and effectiveness, concentrating instead on
descriptive features such as the size of private ownership. There is little scrutiny or ex-post
assessments of the performance or efficacy of these private agents. However, worldwide
experience shows that there can be no presumption of improvement merely because of a change in
ownership, or before a strong performance record is established.

7.2.3 Regional and international financial institutions
As in other developing regions, Arab power sectors have always secured an element of multilateral
financing, whether from IFIs, United Nations agencies, or regional institutions. Such funding has
45

For example, the chairman of United Power Company – one of the few listed Arab power companies, has also been
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been important for poorer countries, and as a mechanism for international technological cooperation. Projects sponsored may include loans or donations for new facilities, as well as system
upgrade. Hence the 2002 $40–60 million International Development Association investment loan
for bottlenecking its transmission and distribution systems.
The recent change in this picture is an apparent increased importance of multilateral participation.
This rise in the call on multilateral resources and the nature of the projects that have been financed
recently may well indicate a quantitative leap towards a more central role. The good news is that in
the case of Arab financial institutions, such a central role corresponds with the calls by power
sector specialists to develop policies to mobilise domestic and regional resources in a more
determined manner.
According to the Arab multilaterals’ own records, the uptake by member countries on funding
available has increased. Hence, in 2001, the Arab Petroleum Investments Corporation (APICORP)
expanded its mandate and sponsorship to include power generation projects.46 By 2003, 5% (over
$68 million) of APICORP’s assets were invested in the power sector.47 Similarly, it is no longer
the case that only low-income countries apply for their loans. One example is the Egypt-Jordan gas
pipeline project. The project, a BOOT scheme, costs $264 million, and the funds were secured
from three official sources: AFESD (21%), the Kuwait Fund (38%), and the Egyptian government
41% (Badawi 2002). In 2002, the AFESD allocated 45% of its loan portfolio to electricity and
energy projects, compared to 29% of all loan commitments since 1974.48
The role of Arab intra-regional finance in closing project deals explains why the World Bank and
IFIs are currently emphasising the strategic role of regional and domestic capital for pulling the
development of power sectors. The AFESD is illustrative of the regional banks’ leading role,
financing both plant conversions and upgrades, but also increasingly projects related to intercountry grid connections. AFESD allocated Kuwait Dinars 129 million49 for these projects,
including the Syria-Lebanon grid connection and the abovementioned Egypt-Jordan pipeline
project.

the director of the National Bank of Oman since 1995.
According to its Annual Report 2002, APICORP was the lead arranger for the Ras Laffan IWPP project, and its
commitments in power generation stood at $25 million.
47
See APICORP’s Annual Report 2003.
48
See the annual reports and loan information on the organisation’s website (www.arabfund.org)
49
The US dollar equivalent is $437.7 million at May 2004 rates, and $422 million at May 2002 rates.
46
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AFESD and other funds had little problem in agreeing to grid inter-connection projects. These
projects are not only important building blocks for all modern power systems, but are also in line
with the mandates of these institutions, which since the mid-1970s had sought to advance the
political aim of increased inter-Arab co-operation. Similarly, the inter-GCC countries grid was
proposed 20 years ago and revived as of 2000. As previously argued, it appears that economic and
technical considerations added the necessary ingredients for these mandates to be translated into
concrete action. It is also probably the case that many measures required ahead of grid interconnections were overlooked in the original proposals, not least being the standardisation of
operational procedures. Still, these early proposals seem to have given the Arab region a head-start
compared to other regions – it is relatively well placed in terms of existing institutional structures
required to finance the current phase of growth in power sectors, with many institutions having
accumulated relevant expertise and knowledge.
Arab countries also contributed to the establishment of the Islamic Development Bank’s $1.5
billion Infrastructure Fund. So far the fund has made three investments worth $208 million, one of
which consisted of acquiring AES’s ownership interest in two electric generation and desalination
plants in Oman and Qatar (see www.Zawya.com and AES Corporation, 2003)). The Fund has over
$500 million available to be invested in a variety of infrastructural projects including
telecommunications and petrochemicals. The size of the funds is not as important as the idea,
which was recently replicated in Brazil: the Inter-American Development Bank is to contribute
$75 million to establish a private infrastructure fund that similarly hopes to capture local savings
(IDB Group News, 2004).
Among the more important IFIs outside the region, the European Investment Bank (EIB) has
become more active since the early 1990s, because of the practical importance of power interconnection projects around the Mediterranean basin, and because of the political framework of cooperation between the surrounding countries. In Egypt, the EIB is to provide 25% of the country’s
fast track programme for adding new plants around Cairo, estimated to cost $1.7 billion. Arab
funds and the Egyptian government will provide respectively 25% and 20% of the total. More
generally, 12% and 8% of the EIB allocations for 2002–2003 were earmarked for infrastructure
and energy respectively. In the last five years, the Bank has been involved in eight electricity
projects in four Arab countries at a cost of €1.195 billion.50 Five of these projects were for
transmission and distribution.
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Lastly, loans announced by multilaterals appear to be focused on projects to upgrade and update
the management and control of Arab power and electricity systems. There is also a broad
complementarity between the type of projects financed by different agencies.51 Therefore while
private capital may be leading generation and new installations, official financing seems to be at
the forefront of inter-country and technically challenging projects.

7.2.4 A role for Clean Development Mechanisms?
It may be implied from the discussion so far that mainstream debates on Arab power sectors and
power policies have had little to say on environmental or climate change issues, despite the fact
that virtually all Arab countries are signatories to, and/or have ratified the UNFCC. Nevertheless,
it was only in November 2003 that the UAE hosted a conference on energy and the environment.
Consequently, Arab economies are only beginning to engage with the related mechanisms such as
the CDM. Discussions on environmental and climate issues are still largely confined to the general
need to abate pollutants and carbon dioxide emissions. There is little evidence that efficiency,
energy saving, and pollution abatement measures are fully integrated into power sector policies.
Rather, they tend to be treated as technical issues of limited significance.
In the context of the UNFCC and Agenda 21, a capacity building centre for Arab states has been
put in place. In practice, CDM projects have only raised tangible interest in the Maghreb and
Egypt, and to a lesser extent in Yemen and Jordan. Yet, according to UNDP (2003) and Barakat et
al (2000), there is a wide range of CDM projects from which Arab countries could benefit, such as

energy efficiency; promoting the use of clean technology; the reduction of gas venting and flaring
(particularly for hydrocarbon exporters); and carbon sinks.
Maghreb countries have indicated their interest in using these international frameworks for
working on ‘traditional’ sectors (transport in particular), and for expanding renewable energy. In
this respect, Global Environmental Facility (GEF) funds have been used to finance three solar
thermal power stations in Egypt and Morocco. Egypt seems to be the most advanced in its
preparation and listing of potential CDM projects (see Barakat et al (2000)). Moreover, the
country is to receive a Yen 13.5 billion grant from Japan to build the so-called Zafarana Wind
50

The US dollar equivalent is $1.41 billion at May 2004 rates, and $1.09 billion at May 2002 rates.
For example, USAID is financing the Cairo Electricity Grid Control Centre, while the Japanese Bank for
International Cooperation is financing connections of electricity stations to the Egyptian grid. Similarly, Lebanese
power control centres are to be financed by Japanese and Arab aid funds. Tunisia’s transmission upgrading will be cofinanced by AFESD, the EIB and the African Development Bank.
51
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Power Plant, with a projected generation capacity of 120 MW.52 Yemen is receiving technical and
funding assistance from UN agencies to assess its needs, and to help it integrate environmental
policies within the overall poverty reduction and economic development programme.
However, on the whole, country experts are not optimistic about a rapid expansion in CDM project
implementation in Arab countries. Again, a key barrier identified is the weak financial structures
typically prevailing in the region. This not only refers to their limited equity investment culture,
but also to the risk-averse attitude of entrepreneurs who are more familiar with simple, short-term,
commercial projects. In view of the emphasis placed on a potential shortage of funds that Arab
power sectors may be facing, it seems that more visible and sustained efforts are needed to explore
this avenue of finance. At this state of play, the CDM is an overlooked potential source of funds
and expertise.

52

Japan Bank for International Cooperation, ‘JBIC signs ODA loan agreement with the Arab Republic of Egypt’,
press release, 11 December 2003, htttp://www/jbic.go.jb/autocontents/English/news/2003/00063
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
To sum up, this paper began by addressing the current to medium-term context within which Arab
power sectors are operating. It is a world where private financial flows to developing regions are
unlikely to reach the highs of the 1990s, and are likely to remain concentrated on a few recipients
and on investment grade opportunities. International private finance in infrastructure is even less
likely to resurge, because of the additional shocks to investor interest delivered by financial crises
such as in East Asia and Argentina, and because of shocks to borrowers’ confidence due to factors
such as the Enron crisis and failed BOO/BOT projects.
Consequently, the mainstream view currently held by the World Bank and previous proponents of
private power, is that there is a need to move away from contrasting private and public funding,
towards working on the basis that various sources of funds have complementary roles. The current
‘multi-sourcing’ of funding in power projects worldwide confirms that pooling efforts and
financial muscles will be the modus operandi in the medium term. There is also a tacit admission
that poor markets are unlikely to be served except by IFIs and concessional financing: private
international capital will remain focused on richer developing countries. Hence, ‘going local’ or
‘regional’ is being emphasised as a new potential source of funding, as it helps to overcome
present problems of currency risks and the reluctance of mature markets investors.
In this context, Arab power sectors need to acknowledge that they are operating in a tight and
difficult credit market. The peaks of foreign investments into developing countries’ infrastructure
are unlikely to be seen again. Having embarked on a programme of liberalisation with the hope of
unbundling and privatising the sectors, governments need to revise their policies and take stock of
the fact that an influx of foreign private finance will not necessarily be waiting at the end of the
process. The private sector, particularly distant investors, may not be tempted by assets on offer,
however promising these may be.
A policy of relying on privatisation via divestiture, still highlighted at the past few Arab energy
summits, seems particularly ill-suited for the region. To begin with, the reform process in most
Arab sectors is still in its preliminary stages and hesitant in pace. Challenges such as regulatory
monitoring are only beginning to be addressed. Most segments are neither ready to be sold nor for
wholesale competition. Moreover, any such plans need to acknowledge the political economy of
the reform process: although it contributed to the slow pace of change, it is rarely discussed in the
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mainstream or the financial literature. In other words, social and political dimensions of power
sector activities need to be addressed upfront.
In this sense, and in light of international experience, efforts to revamp state monopolies must
continue. Resolving financial problems is a prerequisite to, not a result of, privatisation and
reform. This includes addressing the issues of revenue collection and tariff subsidies. Many Arab
countries have made progress on the first front through different measures (introducing better
metering equipment, sub-contracting tariff collection, and so on). Such measures may be more
important than the issue of tariff subsidisation, in that unpaid and uncollected bills can exceed and
certainly compound revenue losses due to subsidies. This is why the mainstream view is now more
tolerant of subsidies. Emphasis should instead be placed on better targeting of recipients, and on
direct rather than cross subsidisation. Subsidies in Arab countries should cease to be treated as a

policy failure. It may be more useful for now if governments:
–

Accept the need to subsidise households, particularly in poor rural and urban areas.

–

Continue to work on sounder financial practices in the sectors;

–

Concentrate on giving clear and consistent policy announcements about the operating
framework in power sectors.

Clear governance structure and firm commitments are more important signals for potential
investors than subsidy elimination per se.
The international context provides further warnings to current Arab power policy expectations
which pin future hopes on private capital. The persistence of heightened political risks in the
region may well continue to deter rises in FDIs, or make it too costly to attract them. That is in the
absence of official re-assurance through guarantees or outright participation in the capital to be
raised. Neither is there evidence that the acquisition of assets by private agents will lead to
sustained investment in power sectors. The revival of FDI flows into the region is not certain, may
not be sustained, and may not go into power infrastructure. Moreover, transmission and
distribution investment and management have not always been successfully delegated to the
private sector, even in mature markets. Recent cascading failures in Europe and the USA highlight
the need for a more central and largely technical role for governments in co-ordinating and
managing particular functions and power dispatching.
So, Arab governments may well need to remain engaged in power sectors, which will continue to
require public capital and resources, especially since they are evolving rapidly both in size and
structure. Governments can continue to alleviate their commitments by pursuing policies that
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successfully engage private participation and private capital. Both foreign and local investors have
made their mark in power generation, thereby expanding the capital base available to the sector.
However, governments and/or relevant authorities are still responsible for the safe and successful
integration of additions to existing grids.
A focus on attracting or building alliances with ‘strategic investors’ is more likely to succeed than
a reliance on mature stock markets. Flexibility in the type of sponsors allowed to operate in the
sectors and in the terms of engagement has resulted in a diversification of agents active in the
sector since the early 1990s. It has also allowed private agents and/or particular constituencies to
introduce independent and captive power resources in response to specific shortages or failures of
delivery. Such an approach remains appropriate in the current favouring of resource pooling.
Financial reforms and financial deepening need to be maintained. In the last few years, they have
allowed new types of local private operators to participate in the sector, namely stock markets,
local communities, and Islamic financial institutions. Further mobilisation is limited by the
absorptive capacity of financial systems and their immature nature. For instance, Arab banks have
increased their sectoral lending, but capital structures and risk management need to evolve towards
longer maturities in loans provided. Likewise, equity and bond funding still provide meagre
support to Arab power sectors compared to for example, Brazil. Strengthening equity culture
would enable segments of the sectors to tap on new vehicles such as CDM projects and mobilise
local savings.
The co-operation that has under-pinned intra-regional power pools and inter-connection projects
needs to be strengthened. Such projects are the kind of supply measures recommended, for
example, in Latin America, because they enable individual country power systems to meet demand
and manage peak load pressures more efficiently. The Arab world has a comparative advantage in
that the appropriate institutions to mobilise these resources are already in place, in addition to a
well-established tradition of multilateral funding. These institutions have been instrumental in
initiating grid connections, which, in turn, will bear significant qualitative and quantitative benefits
to sectoral development. The successful completion of these projects, including paying attention to
exchange protocols and the upgrading of control centres, should give a qualitative and quantitative
boost to the capacity and reliability of Arab power networks.
To conclude, there is little evidence to justify the publicised alarm about financial availability in
Arab power sectors, which have today engaged a wider range of agents and resources. A largely
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appropriate division of responsibilities for sectoral development appears to be emerging as a result.
Official finance and management is in charge of old structures and evolving network
configurations, while local and international private agents are contributing to the generation and
delivery of power, and at sub-national levels. It is difficult to understand how or why the priority
should be to maximize private funding and management other than in local generation capacity,
given (i) the current lack of investors’ appetite and state of Arab capital markets, and (ii) the
outstanding and emerging systemic and technical issues challenging the sectors.
Therefore, perceptions of power sector requirements need to be re-oriented away from a concern
about capital or supply shortages, towards improved performance and demand management.
Recuperating capacity lost to poor delivery and maintenance is a cost effective policy that will
reduce significantly future financing requirements. Given the level of anxiety about runaway
demand, the lack of rigorous modelling using sound methodologies and incorporating existing
surveys is bewildering. Many current projections use flawed techniques and ignore evidence that
growth in Arab energy demand has been decelerating. Too often, they presume unrealistically
relentless economic growth and persistent inefficiencies in energy use. Yet sectoral specialists
have already helped to improve performance, and show that further improvements would result
from a continuing shift to more efficient technologies. In this sense, the shift to natural gas so far
has been largely a by-product of an emphasis on oil exports, and the introduction of CCG plants
remains timid. The implications of a more central role for gas in power generation for the region’s
power markets, particularly of the co-operation with European countries, are only beginning to
emerge.
Finally, the new dynamics revealed by changing financial underpinnings point to an era of rapid
change for Arab power sectors. Even if the governments succeed in shifting the burden of
investment needs to private sources, these future changes will bring on new responsibilities for
governments, for example as regulators of the sectors. Indeed, this remains an on-going function of
the state in many liberalised mature power markets.
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